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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore and compare the (possible) differences in the subtitles of the film Star Wars Episode 
IV: A New Hope. Furthermore, the aim is to find a new way to compare subtitles by using propositions as a tool for the 
analysis. The research material consists of two sets of subtitles of the film Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, one set of 
subtitles was extracted from the YLE corpus, and the other set was transcribed from a DVD release. Also the original dialogue 
was included to be able to compare the subtitles to it in the qualitative analysis. 
 
Studies on subtitling have in the past focused on exploring the effects of spatial and temporal constraints, and their 
implementation. Comparative subtitling studies have often explored the differences through choosing certain qualitative 
elements that are then compared. This study attempts find out if propositions are a valid means to compare subtitles. 
 
The concept of proposition is known in both semantics and psycholinguistics. In semantics there are various definitions and 
purposes for propositions, but usually it represents the core essence of a sentence when it is stripped down of tense, mood, 
aspect, etc. It can also be said to be an assertion that the speaker utters. In psycholinguistics propositions are said to represent 
ideas, to be units of meaning. Each proposition consists of a predicator and various amounts of arguments. Predicators are 
usually derived from verbal units, adjectives or adverbs; arguments are often derived from nouns. The number of arguments is 
connected to the verbs valency, i.e. how many “places” a verb has.  
 
For the analysis each sentence from the subtitles (and from the original dialogue) was separated and turned into propositions. The 
propositions are formed according to the source literature, but since the research material is in Finnish, some adjustments needed 
to be made, for example, certain pronouns were left in their conjugated form in order to distinguish the original word order and 
the idea of the subtitle. Also the formation of complex proposition was adapted from Kintsch’s (1974) conventions of marking 
complex propositions. In addition, the verb ‘be’ was left out when it served as a copula. 
 
In the quantitative analysis it became clear that the YLE material has more propositions (191 propositions) than the DVD material 
(163 propositions) while the original has 223 propositions. This in turn means that the DVD material has more omissions (61) 
than the YLE material (31). The qualitative analysis is threefold: similar propositions, different propositions, and omissions. The 
similar proposition category includes propositions that are: (1) identical propositions, (2) similar propositions, and (3) similar 
propositions with different predicators. Different propositions can be divided into three sub-categories: (1) propositions with 
different predicators, (2) difference in structure and content, and (3) totally different propositions. Omissions were also categorised 
depending on the place of the omission: (1) omission in either material, and (2) omission in both materials. 
 
In the research material there was more similarities than what was initially expected, which can be derived from two possible 
explanations. First, subtitling differ from other forms of translation in that it has strict constraints in which the subtitler must act. 
Second, due to the constraints the subtitler does not have unlimited amount of time and space to express the ideas as he/she 
wants, while there is some room for creativity. Propositions in the similar proposition category are often short and simple which 
means that there is not much room (or need) for the subtitler to do any major changes. In the different propositions category 
many of the propositions are complex and therefore translating them can bring different end results. In this category the subtitlers’ 
individuality is clearer to see. Using propositions to analyse and compare subtitle offers a chance to observe subtitles more closely 
because the majority of information has been removed, but the most vital information is still preserved.  
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Tiivistelmä – Abstract 
 
Tämän pro gradu -tutkielman tavoitteena on tutkia ja vertailla samasta elokuvasta tehtyjen kahden tekstityksen eroja ja 
samanlaisuuksia propositioiden avulla. Lisäksi tavoitteena on kehittää uusi tapa vertailla tekstityksiä. Tutkimuksen materiaalina on 
käytetty Tähtien Sota Episodi IV: Uusi Toivo -elokuvan tekstityksiä, joista toinen on Yleisradion tekemä ja toinen DVD-julkaisun 
tekstitys. Tutkimusmateriaaliin on lisäksi lisätty elokuvan alkuperäinen dialogi, jota käytetään myös vertailussa. 
 
Monet tekstittämiseen keskittyvät tutkimukset ovat aiemmin käsitelleet aika- ja tilarajoituksia, ja vertailevia tutkimuksia 
tekstittämisestä on tehty valitsemalla tiettyjä laadullisia aineksia, joiden avulla on voitu esimerkiksi määrittää tarvittaessa toisen 
tekstityksen paremmuus. Tämä tutkimus pyrkii kartoittamaan sitä, ovatko propositiot hyvä keino tekstityksien vertailuun. 
 
Propositio käsitteenä tunnetaan sekä semantiikan että psykolingvistiikan alalla. Semantiikassa propositiolle on useita määritteitä ja 
tarkoituksia, mutta yleensä propositio on lauseen ydin, kun siitä on poistettu aikamuotoa, tapaa tai aspektia merkitsevät muodot. 
Sen voidaan myös sanoa olevan puhujan ilmaiseva väittämä. Psykolingvistiikassa propositiot ilmaisevat ajatuksia tai käsitteitä, tai 
joiden avulla voidaan määritellä merkityksiä. Propositio koostuu predikaatiosta ja usein useammasta argumentista. Predikaatiot ovat 
yleensä verbejä, mutta ne voivat olla myös adjektiiveja tai adverbejä; argumentit muodostuvat yleensä substantiiveista. 
Argumenttien määrä riippuu verbin valenssista, eli siitä, kuinka monta paikkaa verbillä on.  
 
Analyysiä varten tekstitysten ja alkuperäisen dialogin lauseet eriteltiin ja niistä muodostettiin propositiot. Propositioiden muodostus 
noudattaa lähdekirjallisuuden antamia linjauksia, mutta joitain muutoksia on täytynyt tehdä, koska tutkimusmateriaali on suomeksi. 
Esimerkiksi jotkut pronominit on jätetty taivutettuihin muotoihin, jotta lauseen sanajärjestys ja tekstityksen sanoma erottuisivat, ja 
yhdistelmäproposition muodostamista varten Kintschin (1974) luomaa tapaa muokattiin tähän tutkimukseen sopivaksi. Lisäksi 
olla-verbi päätettiin jättää pois propositiosta silloin, kun se on kopula. 
 
Kvantitatiivisessa analyysissä selvisi, että YLE:n tutkimusmateriaalissa on enemmän propositioita (191 propositiota) kuin DVD:n 
tutkimusmateriaalissa (163 propositiota), kun alkuperäisessä materiaalissa on 223 propositiota. Koska DVD:n materiaalissa on 
vähemmän propositioita, siinä on enemmän poistoja (61 kappaletta). YLE:n materiaalissa poistoja on vain 31 kappaletta. 
Kvalitatiivinen analyysi jakautuu kolmeen alakategoriaan: samanlaiset propositiot, erilaiset propositiot ja poistot. Samanlaisiin 
propositioihin luetaan: (1) identtiset propositiot, (2) samanlaiset propositiot ja (3) samanlaiset propositiot erilaisilla predikaatioilla. 
Erilaiset propositiot voidaan jakaa kolmeen ryhmään: (1) propositiot, joissa on erilaiset predikaatiot, (2) erilaiset rakenteet ja sisällöt 
ja (3) täysin erilaiset propositiot. Myös poistot jaettiin ryhmiin sen perusteella, kummassa materiaalissa se esiintyy: (1) poisto 
jommassakummassa materiaalissa ja (2) poisto molemmissa materiaaleissa.  
 
Tutkimusmateriaalista löytyi oletettua enemmän samanlaisuuksia, joka saattaa johtua kahdesta syystä. Ensiksi, tekstittäminen eroaa 
muista kääntämisen muodoista siten, että siinä on tarkat rajoitukset, joiden mukaan kääntäjän on toimittava. Toiseksi, rajoitusten 
takia kääntäjällä ei ole loputtomiin aikaa tai tilaa ilmaista ajatuksia juuri haluamallaan tavalla, vaikka tietysti luovuudelle on myös 
tilaa. Samanlaiset propositiot -kategoriassa propositiot ovat usein lyhyitä ja yksinkertaisia, joka voi tarkoittaa sitä, että kääntäjällä ei 
ole mahdollisuutta tai tarvetta tehdä suuria muutoksia. Erilaisten propositioiden -kategoriassa propositiot ovat 
yhdistelmäpropositioita, jonka takia niiden kääntäminen voi tuottaa erilaisia lopputuloksia. Tässä kategoriassa näkyy myös 
kääntäjän yksilöllisyys. Propositioiden avulla analysointi ja vertailu antaa mahdollisuuden tarkastella tekstityksiä lähempää, koska 
suurin osa informaatiosta on poistettu ja jäljellä on vain tärkein tieto lauseen ja tekstityksen sisällöstä. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 About the study 
 
Subtitles of the same film have become more and more available due to the fact that film 
distributors have released films in new and different formats. There can be two or three 
different subtitles of the same film released in a now-dated VHS-format to a DVD or Blu-ray 
format, and maybe later the same film is broadcasted in television. Therefore research 
material for comparative studies of subtitling has become more diverse and has opened new 
ways of looking at subtitles. The purpose of this thesis is to study the differences in the 
subtitles of the film Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope. The aim of the study is twofold; 
first, to find a new approach and method for comparing subtitles, and second, to use 
propositions to analyse the similarities and differences in the subtitles.  
 
By using propositions as a tool for the analysis it is possible to look at the subtitles from two 
perspectives: quantitative and qualitative. In the qualitative perspective the propositions are 
further divided into three categories: similar, different, and omissions. By means of 
quantitative approach it can be determined whether or not the subtitles differ from each other 
in proposition quantity.  
 
Through examining the propositions in the material we might be able to see whether the 
subtitlers have similar subtitling strategies or do they vary from translator to translator. Also, 
by comparing the propositions from the original dialogue against the propositions from the 
subtitles we can attempt to see if there are differences in how the translators’ minds work, 
and do they tend to come to similar solutions.  
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The research material consists of two sets of subtitles of the film Star Wars Episode IV: A 
New Hope from the Finnish Broadcasting Company (hence referred to as YLE) and a DVD 
release. Initially, the purpose was to also include subtitles from a VHS release but it turned 
out that that the VHS and DVD subtitles were too similar to be compared, and therefore only 
the DVD subtitles were included in this study alongside with the YLE subtitles. The most 
probable explanation for this similarity is that the VHS and the DVD releases are from the 
same film distributor. 
 
Gochet (1980:2) points out that when a text is translated, the linguistic form is altered, but 
the content remains (or should remain) the same. Therefore, propositions are identified with 
its invariant that survives translation. In my opinion, this definition applies also to subtitling 
and subtitles. In subtitling, the translator has to make decisions about how to convey the most 
crucial context of the dialogue in such a constricted space and time, without changing the 
basic idea behind the dialogue. A translator can make creative decisions but never at the 
expense of the message.      
 
The concept of proposition is studied both in semantics and in psycholinguistics. While the 
psycholinguistic studies view proposition as a component in memory and meaning, the 
studies in the field of semantics are only based on proposition as a unit of language, (see e.g. 
Kintsch 1974, Singer, 1990, Brinton & Brinton, 2010). The term proposition, however, is a 
broad concept that spans many fields. Larjavaara (2007: 210) proposes that philosophy, logic 
and linguistics have very different views about proposition. This study focuses only on the 
linguistic aspect due to the nature of it. In semantics, a proposition often means the sense of a 
sentence, i.e. what is the core idea in the sentence.        
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The formation of the propositions in this study is largely based on the definitions by Brinton 
& Brinton (2010). However, the formation was still difficult, because most of the researchers 
only gave examples of simple sentences, i.e. sentences with basic structures of subject and 
predicate, and while also those kinds of sentences do occur in the material, there are also 
more complex sentences with subordinate clauses and conjunctions.  
 
The same difficulty applied also to the Finnish subtitles. Since all of the studies are made in 
and about English (or some other language), it is difficult to apply the same method. There 
was not enough data in the Finnish source literature to make sufficient conclusions about the 
formation of propositions in Finnish. Therefore, the formation had to be applied, rather freely 
even, using English as a starting point and from there creating a sufficient system enabling to 
form propositions also in Finnish. Some of the adjustments are discussed in chapter 5. 
 
There is also inconsistent information about what types of sentences include propositions. 
Some researchers (see e.g. Hurford et al., 2007; Cruse, 2004) in the field of semantics 
propose that propositions only exist in declarative sentences. Also many authors in 
psycholinguistics (Kintsch, 1974; Singer, 1990) give examples of propositions only through 
declarative sentences. However, several authors suggest that propositions can be found in 
any types of sentences (see e.g. Brinton & Brinton, 2010). This latter perspective is the most 
realistic one, and therefore it is adopted in this study. If propositions are supposed to be the 
essence of sentence, it is quite small-minded not to acknowledge propositions in sentences 
other than declarative ones.  
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Chapter 2 briefly introduces the main conventions in subtitling since many previous theses 
have already introduced them, and because this study focuses more on the actual texts rather 
than on subtitles in terms of time and space restrictions. Chapter 3 presents the main 
theoretical background involving propositions and their purpose and formation. One purpose 
of this chapter is to also point out the different approaches there are regarding propositions. 
The material used in this study is briefly introduced in chapter 4. 
 
As it was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the analysis, which is presented in 
chapter 5, is twofold. Firstly, quantitative method is used to determine the number and 
percentage of the propositions in each if the subtitles. Secondly, the subtitles and their 
propositions are studied through propositions in order to find out whether or not are different 
or similar, and in what way. The outcome of this study is discussed in chapter 6. 
 
1.2 Previous studies 
 
Previous studies on subtitling often concentrate on the constraints (see eg. Pelkonen, 2008; 
Silvennoinen, 2011). However, there are no subtitling studies done by using propositions. 
Very often the studies done on subtitling focus on aspects of time and space issues, and how 
they are deployed in the film or television series. In addition to studies on time and space 
constraints, there are comparative studies also. 
 
Many of the comparative studies usually choose certain elements (very often qualitative 
elements) on which the comparison is based. Paakkinen (2006), for example, compared the 
subtitles and the dubbing of the film Shrek, an animated film for children. Other comparative 
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studies include using predetermined elements on which to compare subtitles to each other. 
One of the earliest studies on such a topic is by Juntunen (1995). In his master’s thesis 
Juntunen aimed to distinguish the possible features of legibility in three sets of subtitles of 
the film A prayer for the dying from FilmNet and TV3 channels, and video. He also made 
notes of reasons for possible disturbances in the subtitles. Juntunen bases his comparison 
partly on Toury’s theory of adequacy and acceptability. 
 
In his thesis Juntunen (ibid.) made very concrete conclusions about the material. He points 
out that some adjectives, nouns and addressing forms were problematic for the translation 
and he also dissects the channels’ subtitles by their felicity in terms of their language and 
usage of space constraints. However, the level of analysis does not go any further than that. 
He does point out emerged features, like faultlessness, an accurate proportion of spoken 
language (I assume, against the proportion of standard language), and correctly divided 
subtitles.   
 
At the time of Juntunen’s (ibid.) thesis, there has not necessarily been a possibility to obtain 
the subtitles from different sources, which Juntunen succeeded with three. A more recent 
master’s thesis concentrating on comparing subtitle version is by Helander (2014). In her 
master’s thesis Helander compared the DVD subtitle and a fansub version of the film 
Terminator 2: Judgement day. Also in this thesis the main focus is on spatial and temporal 
constraints, as well as on form-related issues, such as layout and line breaks (Helander, ibid.). 
 
Since studies on subtitling, and audiovisual translation in general, have concentrated mostly 
on external characteristics (i.e. previously mentioned time and space constraints) and only on 
one set of subtitles (i.e. one programme or film), there is a large amount of data on the 
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conventions, and how they are implemented in subtitles. As it was mentioned earlier, the 
availability of different subtitles of the same film or television series has increased, and thus 
provided more material for comparative studies. 
 
Subtitling will be discussed in the following chapter. The conventions and the constraints 
will also be briefly discussed, because there are many previous studies done about the 
subtitle conventions and their occurrences, and therefore there is no need to explain them in 
detail. Also an important feature of subtitling will be introduced briefly, namely omission.  
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2. Briefly about subtitling 
2.1 From spoken to written form 
 
This chapter introduces subtitling, and its sometimes complex features. The first subchapter 
introduces subtitling in general and attempts to shed light on the special form of translating. 
The second and the third subchapters focus on the spatial and temporal constraints, 
respectively. In these subchapters the constraints will be briefly introduced and discussed.  
 
The reason for the brief introduction is twofold. Firstly, these constraints have already been 
introduced in many earlier masters’ theses (see e.g. Pelkonen, 2008; Helander, 2014), and 
secondly, this study focuses more on finding a method for comparing subtitles and not so 
much on the actual subtitles or their conventions. In addition to the constraints, this chapter 
will also introduce other conventions that closely relate to screen translation, i.e. omissions 
and condensation. Both of these characteristics will be discussed briefly. 
 
As it was mentioned in the previous paragraph, in subtitling there are two main factors to 
consider: temporal and spatial constraints. These two “elements” give subtitles their unique 
nature among other forms of translating. Of course, when talking about subtitling, one should 
also keep in mind that subtitles are a representation of the same information that is already 
spoken on screen. Thus the viewer receives the same (or similar) information in two modes: 
in written and in spoken form. This information, however, cannot be said to be absolutely 
different.  
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Tveit (2004:28) refers to subtitling as decoding, which means that the subtitler has to come 
up with new and usually more condensed ways of relaying the information said by the people 
on screen. This is particularly difficult when there is rapid speech, unclear enunciation and 
other distracting noises in the background. There is also always the difficulty of finding the 
right target language equivalents that would also fit in to the limits of the screen.   
 
Diaz Cintas and Remael (2007: 9) point out that sometimes subtitling is not translation but 
adaptation. They base their claim on that the constraints limit the end result. Perhaps 
subtitling can be seen as both translation and adaptation, since there is often the change from 
the source language to target language, but also because there is a change in mode: from oral 
to written. If even one of these factor falls out of place, in the worst case scenario watching a 
programme can become too tiresome and difficult. 
 
Many earlier masters’ theses (and other research papers) have presented the various aspect 
and complexities of subtitling. This study will also introduce these aspects but will not go 
further into the details of subtitling.  One intriguing, and unique factor about subtitling is that 
it is the written form of spoken word. Moreover, a subtitle has more or less the same 
information than what was said by a speaker. However, Vertanen (2007: 150) reminds us that 
subtitles are often incomplete in terms of information. Georgakopoulou (2009) points out that 
since information transfer happens in two different modes (spoken dialogue and visual 
representation of action) subtitler has the difficult and responsible task of conveying all the 
necessary information to the viewer without corrupting the viewing experience. 
 
Constraints in subtitling offer a variety of problems for the subtitler to solve: word order, 
grammar and culture-specific items (Georgakopoulou, 2009:26).  Not to mention that that the 
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spoken word, image and the subtitles must all be in synchrony in order for the viewer to 
watch a programme uninterrupted by the clashing of these three elements.  
 
2.2 Spatial constraints 
 
Whatever the size of the actual screen is, there is not enough space to hold everything said by 
the speakers. The space reserved for a subtitle is usually two lines on the bottom of the 
screen. This way it obstructs the image as little as possible while still being visible for the 
viewer. Usually the lines are left aligned, but for example in Japan subtitles are placed 
vertically on the right side of the screen due to their writing conventions. The reason for 
positioning the subtitles on the bottom is simple: it is usually irrelevant to the action on the 
screen and therefore the subtitles do not disturb the image. (Diaz Cintas & Remael, 2007: 
82.) 
 
According to Diaz Cintas & Remael (2007:9) a subtitle line can hold 32-41 characters. 
Vertanen (2007) clarifies that YLE subtitles hold approximately 33 characters and 
commercial channels MTV3 and Nelonen approximately 34 characters per line. Therefore a 
full, two-line subtitle can hold approximately 66-68 characters.  
 
A subtitle can have one or two lines. However, the amount of lines depends on the dialogue 
and its pace. Very rapid speech with lot of information may need the full two lines in order to 
convey the information, while slow speech can be presented in one-line subtitles. Therefore, 
a full two-line subtitle is too much for a short interjection, and a one-line subtitle is not 
enough for long, emphatic speech. (Vertanen, 2007:152.) 
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Tveit (2004) suggests that one-line subtitles are better for the viewer because they interfere 
with the picture less than two-line subtitles. Also when subtitles come in a rapid succession it 
seems to be easier for the viewer to follow one-line subtitles rather than two-line subtitles, 
even though they both would contain the same information. Furthermore, since one-line 
subtitles are placed right at the bottom of the screen they also do not take space from the 
action itself.   
 
If it is possible in terms of design, the top line should be left shorter than the bottom screen. 
The segmentation of subtitles should not, however, be done arbitrarily, but with great detail. 
Breaking a word in the middle is not advisable, but sometimes it is the only choice. Then the 
subtitler/translator should think carefully where to break the word off. The least perfect 
option is to leave one syllable alone either on the top line or the bottom line. (Vertanen, 
2007: 154.) 
 
2.3 Temporal constraints 
 
Since subtitles convey the spoken dialogue in a written form they also have to somehow also 
convey the rhythm of speech. However, since the space is limited there has to be certain 
restrictions to how long a single subtitle can stay on the screen. This is also connected with 
the reading speed f viewers. Tveit (2004:15) views that “reading speed varies in relation to 
the complexity of the linguistic and factual information of the subtitles”. This means that if 
the language is “dense” and a subtitle has a lot of information it takes longer for a viewer to 
read the subtitle than it would if the language were simple and contained little information.  
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Diaz Cintas & Remael (2007) only state that subtitles should remain on the screen long 
enough for the viewer to read, but do not give any actual time frame for the duration of 
subtitles. Ivarsson & Carrol (1998) however, propose that a full two-line subtitle should 
remain on the screen about five to six seconds but never longer than six to seven seconds. If 
the subtitle is left on the screen for too long, the viewer may possibly start to reread them.  
 
Vertanen (2007) however, suggests that a full two-line subtitle should remain four to five 
seconds, and a full one-line subtitle should remain two to three seconds on the screen. The 
minimum duration for a subtitle is one and a half seconds, and the maximum for a subtitle to 
stay visible is ten seconds. Although, if a subtitle stays on the screen for ten seconds, it has 
been there too long, and as Ivarsson & Carroll (ibid.) already mentioned, there is a risk of 
rereading it.  
 
Tveit (2004: 4) adds that the five to six seconds of reading time for a full two-line subtitle is 
almost necessary in order for the viewer to not lose out on the images and sounds that come 
with the viewing experience. Georgakopoulou (2009) reminds that if the viewer does not 
have enough time read it, it does not matter if the subtitle is perfect in regards to format and 
language.  
 
2.4 Omission and condensation 
 
Subtitling is a unique form of translation also because the translation does not show 
everything said in the source language. Due to the space and time restrictions subtitling 
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would not even be possible without omitting certain parts of the dialogue. However, a 
subtitler must be very careful with omissions. If done poorly, it could hinder the viewer’s 
understanding of the message. It is the subtitler’s responsibility to recognise the unnecessary 
parts of the dialogue and omit them.  
 
Omission can occur at two levels: word level and clause/sentence level. Omissions at word 
level usually occur when there is an issue of redundancy or relevance. Also many language-
bound elements tend to be omitted (question tags, modifiers).  Omissions at clause/sentence 
level are generally not favoured especially if the aim is to omit entire sentences or clauses. 
However, it is important to keep in mind relevance; the person conveying crucial information 
is the subtitler’s/translator’s priority and should not be omitted. (Diaz Cintas & Remael, 
2007: 162.) 
 
Condensation can be said to be “the most important strategy” in subtitling (Ivarsson & 
Carroll, 1998.). Kovačič (1991:409, in Ivarsson & Carroll, 1998:26) has proposed a three-
level hierarchy of discourse elements in subtitling: indispensable elements, partly dispensable 
elements, and dispensable elements. Indispensable elements are the ones that must be 
translated; they include for example, plot-carrying elements. Partly dispensable elements can 
be condensed while dispensable elements can be omitted. 
 
Subtitlers must be creative when it comes to condensing the oral source text to written form. 
The limited amount of space means that the subtitler has to have an excellent command of 
the target language in order to use its capacities to the fullest. In addition to omissions, also 
condensations can be made at two levels: word and clause/sentence level. At word level this 
means, for example, simplifying tense structures, changing word classes, or using near-
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synonyms instead of exact ones.  At sentence level condensation means changing the 
sentence structure or mood, changing the subject of a sentence or a phrase, or manipulating 
theme and rheme. (Diaz Cintas & Remael, 2007.) 
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3. Theoretical background  
3.1 Proposition in semantics 
 
Language has three levels: utterance, sentence, and proposition (Saeed, 2003:12). This 
chapter focuses on the third level, i.e. proposition. It will be examined from both a semantic 
and a psycholinguistic perspective because both these fields define propositions differently. 
Also, it is important to have knowledge about different approaches in order to get a 
comprehensive look to understand the purpose and use of propositions.  
 
But before psycholinguistics, let us take a look at the semantic approach on proposition and 
how it is viewed. Proposition is “a part of the utterance of a declarative sentence which 
describes some state of affairs” (Hurford et al., 2007: 20).This is the definition that is most 
commonly given about propositions (see e.g. Saeed 2003, Allwood et al. 1977). Cruse 
(2004: 22) views them as something that is “presented as being true and that their essential 
nature is either being true or false”.  
 
Hurford et al. (2007: 20) remark that there is not a clear definition for proposition in 
semantics. For example, Alm-Arvius (1998:66) defines proposition as “the logico-factual 
meaning of a simple declarative sentence, intended to say something about the real world 
situation”, whilst Löbner (2002: 24) views propositions as descriptive meaning of sentences, 
i.e. it is a concept that provides a mental description of the kind of situations it potentially 
refers to. This chapter attempts to clarify some of these perspectives and give some idea as 
to what exactly is the purpose of propositions and how it is defined. 
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Häkkinen (1994: 181) describes proposition as a core part of a sentence that expresses the 
state and relationship as simple as possible. Most commonly it is illustrated by using basic 
sentences with simple predicators. The simplest way to describe the inner structure of a 
proposition is to depict the relationship between the entities. Each proposition has a 
predicator and various arguments. 
 
Initially it was logicians who discovered propositions. They found that certain grammatical 
information in a sentence was irrelevant, and that different types of sentences, for example 
active and passive sentences, would still have the same core when stripped down of their 
excess elements. This approach was then adopted by linguistics to use in their semantic 
analysis to identify a description of an event or a situation that could possibly have same 
factors in other, different sentences. (Saeed, 2003: 13) 
 
Allwood et al. (1977: 20) view that the same sentence expresses different propositions on 
different occasions. Vice versa, different sentences can express the same proposition. A 
proposition shows what a sentence says about the world, meaning that the same sentence 
uttered by different people in different times can say very different things about the world. 
Moreover, he suggests that people use that-clause in ordinary language to illustrate 
propositions.  
 
Furthermore, using that-clause can then be used as a distinction between direct and indirect 
speech; talking about propositions and talking about sentences. A proposition, rather than a 
sentence can be established in indirect speech. Ordinary language uses the word ‘statement’ 
to mean propositions. It is common to not to take notice of the complicated relations 
between sentences and propositions, and to pretend that each sentence corresponds to 
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exactly one propositions and vice versa. However, it is possible to live without making a 
difference between them if one avoids such expression as personal pronouns and temporal 
adjectives. After that it is possible to use both ‘statement’ and ‘proposition’ without having 
to distinguish them. (Allwood et al., 1977: 21) 
 
Although many linguistics view that propositions mostly exist in declarative sentences (e.g. 
Hurford et al. 2007, Cruse 2004), they cannot dismiss the idea that all kinds of sentences 
encompass propositions. Cruse (2004: 23) goes as far as to suggest that even declarative 
sentences do not express propositions by simply being a declarative sentence but it has to be 
in a context. He then points out that in a situation where a declarative sentence is used to 
make a statement then it does actually express a proposition. Saeed (2003: 14) reminds that 
in non-statements a proposition cannot be the entire meaning because those kinds of 
sentences include an indication of the speaker’s attitude to the proposition. 
 
Sentences can be considered being ambiguous, and that they express more than one sense. A 
synonymous sentence therefore expresses the same proposition and fully synonymous 
sentences express the same set of propositions. Philosophers use the term ‘proposition’ to 
cover any sentence type because they discern proposition types while grammarians discern 
sentence types. (Katz, 1972)  
 
Propositions do exist in all types of sentences. Hurford et al. (2007) and Saeed (2003) 
highlight sentence types, such as interrogatives (to ask questions) and imperatives (to make 
orders) with statements to entail propositions. They can also be seen to share the same 
propositional element and they allow the speaker to do different things with the same 
proposition (Saeed, 2003: 14). Brinton & Brinton (2010: 295) has a clear outlook of 
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propositions occurring in all types of sentences, in both non-finite and finite forms, and in 
utterances with different focuses. This premise gives room to find and extract propositions 
regardless of their sentence type. 
 
Hurford et al. (2007: 22) also make a point that a speaker uttering a simple declarative 
sentence asserts a proposition, meaning that he/she commits to the truth of the 
corresponding proposition. However, when a speaker utters an interrogative or imperative 
sentence, he/she can “mention a particular proposition without asserting its truth”.   (The 
matter of truth value will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.) 
 
Propositions can be expressed through various different statements and that the elements of 
grammatical information in sentences are irrelevant (Saeed, 2003: 13). Löbner (2002: 24) 
states that meaning can form from content word, but also from other functional elements, 
such as pronoun, articles, and so on, which all contribute to the proposition. However, also 
grammatical type of sentence contributes to its meaning. Two grammatically different 
sentences can have the same proposition but different meanings. Alm-Arvius (1998: 66) 
points out that the propositional meaning can only be drawn from lexical units and 
grammatical constructions that form the proposition.  
 
It is also important to separate proposition from though, even though, most people think of 
propositions as being thoughts. This however is not the case. Thoughts are imagined being 
private and personal, a mental process, while propositions are considered public because 
also other people can grasp the same proposition. However, many use the word ‘thought’ 
when talking about ‘propositions’. These relationships are complicated and need further 
investigation. (Hurford, Heasley & Smith, 2007:24)  
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Lyons (1995: 141) states that propositions “are held constant under translation from one 
language to another”, but views is this statement as questionable because he sees that 
intertranslatability can only be assumed. Whether a proposition can or cannot be translated 
depends on how simple or complex the proposition is. Take, for example, a simple sentence 
and its simple proposition: 
 
Original: They’ve shut down the main reactor. 
(SHUT DOWN, THEY, MAIN REACTOR) 
 
YLE: (PYSÄHTYÄ, PÄÄREAKTORI) 
 
DVD: (SAMMMUA, PÄÄREAKTORI) 
 
There are not very many variations that a translator can translate a simple sentence. 
Complex sentences and complex propositions are, however, completely different matter. 
There are always some elements that change in translation and yet there has to be also 
similarities in order for the translation to have a connection to the source text.   
 
Hurford et al. (2007:22) observe that sentences in different languages can correspond to the 
same proposition, if the two sentences are perfect translations of each other. But what is a 
perfect translation? And is it possible, or even desirable? How can translators define a 
perfect translation? Is it in terms of accuracy of faithfulness to the source text? Languages 
are not the same, and as it was mentioned in the previous paragraph, the possibility of a 
“perfect” translation can greater in simple sentences than in complex ones. 
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3.2  Proposition in psycholinguistics 
 
In psycholinguistics many of the researchers are unanimous about the purpose of 
propositions. Kintsch (1974: 5) sees propositions as representing ideas, and Singer (1990) 
and Clark & Clark (1977: 11) view them as units of meaning, very similarly to what Saeed 
(2003) perceived. Clark & Clark (1977) go on further to explain that a sentence expresses a 
proposition and not the other way, whereas Kintsch (1974) perceives the same idea on a 
higher level, suggesting that language represents propositions.  
 
Singer (1990:5) also reminds what has been established also in semantics that many 
sentences can convey several propositions, although Clark & Clark (1977: 11) perceive 
propositions as corresponding to a unitary idea. Katz (1972: 120) goes on further to explain 
the notion of proposition to be “a sense of a sentence, where a sentence is a concatenation of 
words, phonetically or orthographically specifiable, that conforms to the syntactic rules of 
well-formedness for a natural language”. 
 
Clark & Clark (1977) think of propositions as having three basic functions: 
1. to denote states or events 
2. to denote facts about states or events and 
3. to qualify parts of other propositions (Clark & Clark, 1977: 29) 
Furthermore, a proposition denotes/describes an elementary state or action which is spelled 
out in the verbal unit and one or more entities involved in that state or action, which are 
spelled in the nouns/arguments. (The matter of these verbal units and arguments will be 
explained in detail in chapter 1.4.) 
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 According to Kintsch (1974) the proposition’s elements are word concepts, meaning they 
are lexical items, although Singer (1990) points out that the elements are abstract concepts 
rather than words, even though they correspond to familiar words. In the field of semantics, 
however, such distinction is not made. 
 
Since propositions usually appear in a particular arrangement which in turn forms the 
underlying representation of a sentence, sentence can therefore be arranged to have different 
meaning, i.e. different underlying representations. Languages know how to relate 
propositions to each other while they economise the speaking and listening time, and they 
have ways of combining propositions to form complex surface structures. (Clark & Clark, 
1977: 13) Vice versa, there are also ways of condensing those complex structures mentioned 
earlier into more concise ones without the meaning being altered. 
 
Sentences have a propositional structure that is used to denote objects states, events, and 
facts that make up the core ideas behind the sentence. It falls on the words, phrases, and 
clauses to make clear what propositions are expressed because propositions are not present 
in the surface structure. (Clark & Clark, 1977: 30) 
 
There are three ways of combining propositions: coordination, relativisation, and 
complementation. Coordination links propositions with conjunctions like ‘and’, ‘but’, and 
‘or’. The propositions are equal to each other. In relativisation one proposition is attached to 
a part of another proposition to restrict or define that part. The most obvious form of 
relativisation is a relative clause, although condensation is also a possible method. Most 
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modifiers (for example, adjectives inside noun phrases, possessives, most adverbs) are 
considered to be forms of relativisation. (Clark & Clark, 1977: 14) 
 
The last method is complementation. In this method one proposition is used to fill in an 
empty part of another. One way to specify is to insert another proposition, called 
‘complement’, in place of the empty proposition. Complements do not have to remain in 
their original places but can change places. (Clark & Clark, ibid.)  
 
Singer (1990: 38) suggests that if propositions are units of meaning, then sentence reading 
time will increase with the number of underlying propositions, holding sentence length 
constant. This would also be an interesting point of view in subtitling studies; to combine, 
for example, reception study and analysis of the subtitles themselves through propositions. 
Such a study method could perhaps give more of an idea how much information does the 
viewer process, and how much information is too much. 
 
3.3  Truth value 
 
As it as mentioned earlier, propositions are either true or false. Cruse (2004:23) views that 
proposition cannot be seen as an item of knowledge, meaning it cannot communicate 
anything. However, if one wants a proposition to communicate something it has to have an 
indication of its truth or falsity. Only then can it be an item of knowledge. Allwood et al. 
(1977:22) calls this truth-set of the proposition, which means that an utterance can be true in 
any world that the speakers themselves find.  
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To determine whether two sentences express different positions the notion of truth can be 
used. In order to state if two sentences express different propositions one must define 
whether there is any conceivable set of circumstances in which one sentence is true, while 
the other is false. True propositions correspond to facts, in the ordinary sense of the word 
fact, and false propositions do not.  Only true propositions can be known.  (Hurford et al. 
2007: 20-21) 
 
Löbner (2002: 101) states that arguments must fulfil the conditions that the predicate 
defines, for the predication to be true. Proposition can be seen as a predicate with an empty 
slot for each argument. The proposition’s truth value in turn is subject to which arguments 
are filled into the empty slots. Lyons (1995: 141) views that propositions are seen to hold 
truth-value that is absolute and unchanging and therefore have to be separated from 
sentences. The same sentence can either state something that is true or false depending on 
the occasion. Furthermore, a specific sentence can express various true and false 
propositions. 
 
3.4  Forming a proposition 
 
The practices of how to technically form a proposition is similar in both semantics and in 
psycholinguistics. A proposition consists always of a verbal unit, called predicator or 
predicate (the practices differ here), and of nouns, called arguments. (see e.g. Brinton & 
Brinton, 2010; Singer, 1990) Usually there is only one predicate, and the number of 
arguments is dependent on the predicate. Very often a proposition is enclosed by 
parentheses and the whole proposition is written in capital letters and all elements are 
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separated by commas. Kintsch (1974:13) calls the elements of proposition word concepts, 
i.e. lexical items. As it was mentioned before, the predicates and arguments are abstract 
concepts, while they often do closely resemble familiar words (Singer, 1990: 5) For the sake 
of clarity, it is sometimes easier to talk about ‘words’ rather than ‘abstract concepts’.  
 
A predicator is derived from a verbal unit, either from a verb (walk, give, etc.) itself, or from 
an adverb or an adjective. (e.g. Singer, 1990: 5) However, Clark & Clark (1977: 12) propose 
the predicator to also consist of forms (in addition to verbs), like be + adjective or copula 
verb + preposition which is how also Brinton & Brinton (2010:295) view predicators in a 
proposition. Cruse (2004: 23) sees that predicators attribute to the arguments. In the 
following example the predicator is in bold and the arguments are underlined. 
 
Original: (THAT, (INFORM, YOU, LORD VADER), (HAVE, WE, 
PRISONER)) 
 
YLE: (ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, TE, LORDI VADER), (SAADA, ME, VANKI)) 
 
DVD: (ILMOITTAA, TE, HÄNESTÄ, LORDI VADER) 
 
Arguments are what the proposition is “about” (Cruse 2004: 23). They are related to the 
predicate, and are most commonly derived from the nouns of the sentence, whether it has 
one or more (Singer, 1990: 5). Cruse (2004: 24) suggests that there is not necessarily a clear 
theoretical upper limit to how many arguments a predicate can take; his opinion is four. 
However, Brinton & Brinton (2010: 295) have a clear perception of how many arguments a 
predicate can take, and it is linked to the verb’s valency. 
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According to Brinton & Brinton (2010: 295) there are mainly Ø-, 1-, 2-, and 3-place 
predicates. 
 0-place predicates consist of impersonal constructions, i.e. weather 
expressions in which the subject is a dummy it. 
 1-place predicates consist of intransitive verbs (burn, choke), intransitive 
phrasal verbs (fly away, run out), and some copula + subject complements (be 
Irish, be depressed, be a dancer, become a lawyer). 
 2-place predicates consist of transitive verbs (break, sand, surprise, write, left), 
transitive phrasal verbs (write down, press flat), prepositional verbs (belong 
to, look into, start at), as well as adjectival structures with be (be similar to, be 
behind, be upset with) 
 3-place predicates include ditransitive (give), complex transitive (put, donate, 
crawl) and diprepositional verbs (extend). 
(Brinton & Brinton, 2010:295) 
 
One could easily think that the order of the argument is not necessarily important; although 
Clark & Clark (1977: 46) point out that the order specifies only how they function in the 
action. However, this begs the question of would the relationship of the arguments to the 
predicate change if the order of the arguments changed. If we were to change the order of 
the arguments in a proposition, would the meaning of the proposition change? Would 
readers still draw the same content from propositions that have the same arguments but in 
different order?  
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However, Löbner (2002: 105) argues that the number of arguments is not necessarily that 
easy to determine. He demonstrates that many verbs present themselves in more than one 
structure with a various number and quality arguments. A verb can be used in both its 
intransitive and its transitive form, but then they express different predications about their 
subject arguments and thus have obviously different meanings. However, as Löbner (ibid.) 
points out, this does not apply to all verbs, each case is different. 
 
Since a proposition only contains a predicator and argument(s), it lacks language functions 
such as verb tense, aspect, modality and agreement marking, all of which are not shown in 
propositions (e.g. Brinton & Brinton, 2010: 295; Singer, 1990: 32). Therefore the following 
proposition could have various options as to what kind of a sentence the proposition actually 
represents; originally it is a declarative, but it could also be an interrogative sentence. 
 
 Original: (HEAD, THEY, THIS DIRECTION) 
 
 YLE: (TULLA, NE, TÄNNE) 
 
 DVD: (TULLA, HE)  
 
Singer (1990:35) also brings forward another way of depicting propositions: network 
notation. It consists of positions, or nodes, and links. Usually the first ellipse represents the 
predicate and how it connects to its arguments by links, each of which bears an arrow 
showing its direction. Each link carries the label of a different semantic case. Networks can 
be used to identify the interrelations among two or more propositions.  
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Since a proposition is underlying a sentence, Singer (1990:32) proposes that complex 
propositions need special conventions in the propositional notation. Example: The sentence 
‘Bill’s unlocking the door annoyed Sue.’ describes the relation between two simple ideas 
and it can be propositionally represented as follows: 
P1 (UNLOCK, BILL, DOOR) 
P2 (ANNOY, P1, SUE) 
P1 appears as an argument in P2 (Singer, 1990: 32).  
 
Kintsch’s (1974: 13) view on complex sentences is different. He constructs a complex 
sentence with an if-clause on one line, as to denote how both the main clause and the if-
clause are connected to each other. Clark & Clark (1977:12) describes this by stating that 
each proposition describes an elementary state or action (spelled out in the verbal unit) and 
one or more entities involved in that state or action (nouns). Each proposition is a 
predication about one or more entities.  
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4. Material 
4.1 The film 
 
Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope is a science fiction film written and directed by George 
Lucas. A group of Rebel Alliance lead by Princess Leia is trying to save the galaxy from the 
evil Galactic Empire run by the powerful Emperor Palpatine. The empire rules the galaxy 
with an iron fist and is manufacturing its greatest weapon, the feared Death Star, a space 
station designed to bring fear and destroy other planets. 
 
The rebels have secret plans to destroy the Death Star which are locked inside of a small 
droid, R2-D2, who with his fellow companion C-3PO are trying to escape from the hands of 
the emperor’s fearsome right hand, Darth Vader. The two droids manage to escape and end 
up in a desert planet of Tattooine and after some endeavours end up in the hands of 
unsuspecting young farm boy, Luke Skywalker. 
 
Skywalker passionately wants to leave his home to become a jedi knight but is constantly 
held off by his reluctant uncle. After Luke is acquainted with the two droids on the run, his 
adventure begins. R2-D2 insists that he is the property of a man called Obi-Wan Kenobi, 
who lives near their location and decides to go find him on his own. Luke and C-3PO have 
no choice but to follow him, and little does Luke know that this encounter will change his 
life.  
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After meeting Obi-Wan, a retired jedi knight, the whole group feels the need to help the 
Rebel Alliance in their fight against the Empire. In this journey Luke takes his first steps as a 
jedi and learns new information about his past and about his birth parents.  
 
4.2 The subtitles 
 
The research material in this study consists of two sets of subtitles from the film Star Wars 
Episode IV: A New Hope. The first set is extracted from YLE corpus and the second set is 
from a DVD released in 2008.  The material consists of about twenty minutes of subtitles 
from the beginning of the film, excluding the opening epilogue, because its translation in the 
YLE broadcast and in the DVD release is done differently. In the YLE broadcast, the 
epilogue is subtitled while the original epilogue text runs on the screen with a space 
background. In the DVD release the distribution company Svensk Filmindustri has translated 
the epilogue text directly on the screen. Therefore their translation formats are different and 
are excluded from the material.  
 
There are couple of reasons to why the material consists only of the first twenty minutes of 
the film. Firstly, if the source material was all of the subtitles of the film the research material 
might have been too broad to be analysed properly for this level of research (?). Secondly, 
since the film is, in addition of being a science fiction film, also an action film the dialogue is 
in parts short and infrequent. It is important to include as much rich dialogue as possible in 
order to get many different examples of propositions.   
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The YLE subtitles were already in text form thanks to the YLE corpus, but the DVD subtitles 
had to be transcribed from the film. The beginning of the film seemed to be the best fit for 
the extraction of the material, because there is more dialogue in the beginning since the latter 
part of the film concentrates largely on action sequences.  
 
After the subtitles were extracted they were then broken from the subtitle form into separate 
sentences and placed in a table with the corresponding sentences side by side. Then the 
sentences were turned into propositions. In order to also compare and contrast the subtitle 
with the original dialogue, it also needed to be transcribed. This was done by reviewing the 
film.  
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5. Analysis 
5.1 The difficulty of using propositional analysis as tool  for analysis 
 
Even though the formation of proposition was already discussed in chapter 3, it is important 
to be reminded about some of the fundamentals, and maybe even about the difficulties that 
can arise when sentences are dissected into smaller units. Especially since the source 
literature is mostly about the English language and it is not always straightforward to apply 
practices from one language to another. 
 
As mentioned in chapter 3 in propositions words are usually in their basic form. Verbs do not 
have for example, tense or mood indicators, and nouns do not show/reveal signs of 
singularity or plurality. To this point proposition formation is quite straight forward. 
However, problems can occur when a language’s special features and practices are applied to 
another language (here English and Finnish).  Finnish language imposes some difficulties 
that make the formation somewhat more difficult. These difficulties will be discussed in this 
chapter.  
 
For the sake of this analysis, the guidelines of proposition formation have not been taken 
literally. Furthermore, since the aim of this study is to use propositions as a tool for the 
comparison, the most important thing is that propositions in both subtitles are formed the 
same way. This means sometimes bending the rules of proposition formation in order to get a 
more comprehensive analysis. 
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At first glance of the material, before even forming propositions, it would be easy to say that 
YLE subtitles are longer and more faithful to the original than the DVD subtitles, which are 
shorter and more condensed. On the basis of this one could easily make the assumption that 
if a subtitle or sentence is long or short, its proposition will then too be long or short, 
respectively.  
 
The above mentioned thought is a rather simplified idea of the relationship between sentence 
and proposition. However, it should also be remembered that proposition is considered to be 
the core of a sentence, so why should it be an impossible idea that the length of a sentence 
determines the length of a proposition. 
 
The problem lies here: when a sentence is turned into a proposition, the so-called 
unnecessary components are left out; indications of mood, aspect and tense, for example. 
Therefore, the same proposition can represent two different sentences while their core 
content remains the same. This can be true of both short and long sentences. 
 
In this study propositions can be said to be different when their predicators/proposition 
content is different. There is not very much conclusive information on what could or should 
be constituted as difference in propositions. Therefore there had to be drawn the distinction 
from lexical meaning, i.e. if the “words” (term used loosely, since e.g. Singer (1990) states 
that the elements only remind us of actual words) are different, or they have completely 
different meanings, then the proposition can also be viewed as different. 
 
The premise of this study is to discover how similar and/or different can two sets of subtitles 
by two different subtitlers be. And while some researchers might consider variation in 
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predicates to be counted as difference, this study adopts a more forgiving point of view, in 
that even the difference in argument can constitute a difference in propositions.  
 
5.2 How is the analysis conducted? 
 
Each sentence from a subtitle line was separated and then turned into a proposition. Simple 
propositions, meaning sentences that do not have subordinate clauses, were formed by 
indentifying the predicate and the arguments, and putting them in order. The order of the 
arguments might seem irrelevant but the order indicates their relationship to the action.  
 
However, one could ask would a person reading propositions mind or take notice of the order 
the arguments are in. Since arguments, and propositions for that matter, lack everything but 
the actual words in basic form. On the other hand, if the arguments were in random order that 
might also mislead a person reading the propositions, if they were familiar with even the 
elementary terms of it, and therefore confuse the meaning of the sentence of which the 
proposition is formed. In the propositions presented in this study the arguments are put in 
order where they would be, were they in a normal sentence, meaning subject, object, and 
other qualifiers. 
 
Subordinate and coordinate clauses have to have their own way of marking the proposition. 
To distinguish these two sentence types, they needed to have two different ways of marking 
them. Conjunctions were marked in places depending on their type: coordinate conjunctions 
were marked between the two clauses and subordinate conjunction at the beginning of the 
first sentence/clause. This could help identify different propositions.  
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Below are examples of propositions with subordinate and coordinate conjunctions and their 
final form as subtitles, respectively. Already, for the sake of comparison, both versions of the 
propositions (YLE and DVD) are shown even though the actual example would only need 
one version. The examples also include literal translations (shown below in italics and in 
square brackets) if the original English proposition does not correspond perfectly to the 
Finnish proposition. 
 
 YLE: (ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, TE, LORDI VADER), (SAADA, ME, VANKI)) 
 [(THAT, (NOTIFY, YOU, LORD VADER), (HAVE, WE, PRISONER))] 
 DVD: (ILMOITTAA, TE, HÄNESTÄ, LORDI VADER) 
 [(NOTIFY, YOU, OF HER, LORD VADER)] 
  
YLE: Hän toipuu. Ilmoittakaa Lordi Vaderille että saimme vangin  
 DVD: Ilmoittakaa hänestä lordi Vaderille. 
 
 DVD: ((DROIDI, MINÄ), JA, (NEGAATIO, (PYSTYÄ, MINÄ, SELLAINEN)) 
 [((DROID, I), AND, (NEGATE, (BE ABLE TO DO, I, SUCH)))] 
 YLE: (DROIDI, MINÄ), JA, (NEGAATIO, (TIETÄÄ, MINÄ, SELLAISESTA)) 
 [(DROID, I), AND, (NEGATE, (KNOW, I, SUCH)))] 
  
DVD: Olen vain droidi, enkä pysty sellaiseen. 
YLE: Tuskinpa. Olen vain droidi enkä tiedä paljon sellaisesta 
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The above mentioned situations were the ones that needed considering in the light of the 
source literature. While there are examples of how to form a simple propositions, there were 
not that many that had to do with complex propositions including conjunctions and such. As 
mentioned in Chapter 3, Kintsch (1974) proposed an approach to marking complex 
propositions by using if-clause as an example, in which the conjunction is in the beginning of 
the whole proposition. This approach is used also in this study with subordinate clauses. 
Below is an example of a proposition with an if-clause (with its exact original equivalent) 
using Kintsch’s (ibid.) method. 
 
ORIGINAL: (IF, (BE, A CONSULAR SHIP, THIS), (BE, THE AMBASSADOR, 
WHERE)) 
 
YLE: (JOS, (LÄHETTILÄSLAIVA, TÄMÄ), (OLLA, LÄHETTILÄS, MISSÄ)) 
 
 DVD: (OLLA, LÄHETTILÄS, MISSÄ) 
 [(BE, AMBASSADOR, WHERE)] 
 
 YLE: Jos tämä on lähettiläslaiva, missä lähettiläs sitten on? 
 DVD: Missä sitten lähettiläs on? 
  
The other approach to marking complex propositions is suggested by Singer (1990). He 
proposes that both sentences in a complex sentence should be separated into two propositions 
the latter having the former proposition as an embedded argument. This too is a valid way of 
marking complex propositions but Kintsch’s method is more appropriate for this study. 
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Singer’s proposed marking of complex propositions was introduced in theoretical 
background. 
 
In most cases the words (or entities reminding us of words) are in their basic form, as 
mentioned earlier. Sometimes, however, it is more beneficial to leave words in conjugated 
form. In the case of propositions, and the Finnish language, the propositional meaning is 
more easily understandable if some words (these words include some pronouns in their 
conjugated form, i.e. possessive pronouns, etc.) are left in their “sentence” form. This is also 
a more beneficial for getting a more thorough analysis.  
 
YLE: (VIEDÄ, MEIDÄT, KESSALIN MAUSTEKAIVOS),TAI, (MURSKATA, 
MEIDÄT)) 
[(TAKE, US, SPICE MINES OF KESSAL), OR, (CRUSH, US)] 
 
YLE: Meidät viedään Kessalin maustekaivoksiin tai murskataan 
 
In addition to bending the “rules” of proposition formation in regards to word form, the 
convention of not indicating mood is also being broken. While propositions do not usually 
indicate whether or not a sentence is a question or a declarative, in this study this convention 
is not complied with. Since this study merely uses propositions as a tool and not as an actual 
study subject, it is not necessary to go along with all of the conventions. This approach was 
adopted in marking question words in the propositions.  If a question is marked with a 
postsuffix -ko/-kö, then it is merely left out. 
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The verb ‘be’ repeats itself many times in the material and therefore there had to be made a 
decision of whether to include or exclude it. For the unification of the propositions it was 
decided that when the verb ‘be’ is a copula, i.e. it connects noun phrases and when its only 
purpose is to serve as an auxiliary expression when a subject is defined by predicative 
through it. In that function it serves no greater purpose and therefore can be left out of the 
propositions. Otherwise, it has been left in. 
 
Stassen (2014) states that in the world languages there are instances that have a zero copula 
verb (e.g. languages in the Oceania region), languages that allow a form of zero copula, and 
languages that never allow it.  Russia, for example, is language that allows a zero copula in 
certain situations, like in present tense. English and Finnish, on the other hand, are languages 
where the zero copula is needed.  
 
Stassen’s statement somewhat contradicts the decision to leave the verb ‘be’ out. However, 
since there are instances where the zero copula is possible, this approach can also be applied 
here. Therefore, in this study ‘be’ is treated as a zero copula when it is used to define the 
subject, i.e. when the sentence has a predicative.  
 
During the analysis process three categories began to emerge: similar propositions, different 
propositions, and omissions. Each of these categories will be viewed from a quantitative and 
a qualitative point of view. The quantitative subchapter will shed light on the quantifiable 
similarities, differences and omissions, and the qualitative subchapter will look at the 
propositions also in comparison with the original (English) dialogue and the subtitles that 
merge from the propositions.  
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Complex propositions present the difficulty of drawing exact lines on what constitutes a 
difference and what does not. In table 8 examples 4 and 5’s complex propositions are at the 
same time similar and different. Their first proposition is similar but the second is different. 
Such propositions are considered as different despite the existing similarities because they 
still have quite many differences to consider. 
 
5.3 Quantitative analysis 
 
 The quantitative section of this analysis focuses on the quantity of the propositions in the 
material, and also on the number of similarities, differences and omissions. First, the 
propositions were calculated from both the YLE and DVD material and then determined 
which format actually had more propositions both in number and in percentage.  
 
Second, the similarities, differences and omissions were also calculated. By calculating them 
it is more straightforward to determine if subtitles actually, at least in this material, have 
more differences or similarities, at least in quantitative terms. Further, alongside the 
qualitative analysis it could be possible to draw (some kind of) conclusion as to whether or 
not subtitles vary a lot, some, or not at all according to who writes them. The table below 
shows the number of propositions in both materials, and their total amount.  
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Table 1. Number of propositions in the material 
 Original YLE DVD 
Nr of propositions 223 191 163 
% of the original 
propositions 
- 85,7 % 73,1 % 
 
 
As the table above indicates, there are 223 propositions in the original dialogue of the 
research material. The YLE material has more propositions than the DVD material. Fewer 
propositions could indicate that there are fewer sentences (and vice versa), which in turn 
means (especially in subtitling) that the subtitler has chosen to omit, for a reason or another, 
the source text.  
 
The strategy of the subtitlers’ different approaches was already discussed earlier when 
considering the rough first-look differences; YLE subtitles are longer and supposedly 
contain more information than the DVD subtitles. Whether or not the information they 
convey is valid and necessary is not for this study to determine. 
 
Omissions were another interesting factor in the material. It was interesting to see which of 
these materials have more omissions. One could assume, based on the first looks of the 
materials that the DVD material would have more. This assumption comes from observing a 
lot more condensed language and shorter sentences.  The table below shows the exact 
number of omissions in both materials. 
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Table 3. Number of omissions. 
YLE DVD 
31 61 
 
 
Based on these numbers it is clear how much has been omitted. The DVD has almost half 
more of omissions than the YLE material. It is clear that, in terms of omissions, the two 
subtitlers/translators have adopted two different translation strategies. YLE translator has 
chosen to remain more faithful to the source text whereas the DVD translator has decided to 
omit the dialogue and the information they feel is irrelevant for the viewer. There also lies 
the problem many subtitlers have to face: how much omission is enough. The nature of the 
omissions, alongside the nature of difference in the propositions will be discussed in detail 
in the following subchapter.  
 
Calculation of how many similar and different propositions there are in the material is 
interesting. First it is important to shed light on how similarity and difference is viewed in 
this study. In terms of propositions, the basics of determining differences were already 
discussed in chapter 3. It was established that when a predicate is different, the whole 
proposition is different. This distinction could also be taken further to different arguments, 
meaning that if two arguments in two propositions of the same sentence refer to different 
state of affairs they can be seen being different, therefore the proposition being different 
also. 
 
However, the above mentioned notion of ‘different predicates make a different proposition’ 
is somewhat constricted. In this study this idea has not been taken that literally. This means 
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that if the predicates are close synonyms, i.e. their action meaning exactly the same, they can 
be seen as being similar, and therefore the propositions they are in are also similar. Also, 
equal omissions in both materials were also considered being similarities. 
 
Differences are regarded as propositions having different predicates or omissions that occur 
only in one or the other material (while other material has chosen not to omit). Differences 
also include dialogue consisting of several sentences that has been translated like the 
original in the other material or combined to a single, complex sentence. Therefore there can 
be omissions and elliptic sentences that “translate” to different propositions.   
 
In the qualitative section especially the differences are dissected more thoroughly to 
determine their nature. Below is a table presenting the quantity of similar and different 
propositions. The differences mentioned are the differences between the two Finnish 
subtitles. The qualitative part will concentrate more on the comparison of the original 
dialogue and the Finnish subtitles. 
 
Table 4. The quantity of similar and different propositions in the YLE and DVD material. 
Similar propositions Different propositions Total 
124 102 226 
 
 
In calculating the similarities and differences it is necessary to also include more than just 
the propositions. Therefore, the figures in the table above also include omissions and other 
empty spaces that the material has. For example, an omission in either material is considered 
to be a difference, and omission in both materials is considered to be a similarity.  
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Looking at the figures in the table presented above, it is easily seen that while there are more 
similar propositions than different propositions, their difference is not that big. Since the 
nature of subtitles is different from other media, and thanks to their strict conventions 
concerning temporal and spatial constraints, it would be easy to assume that all subtitles 
follow the same path. However, since subtitles are still, and hopefully will be in the future, 
made by people instead of machines, there is always room for human influence.  
 
5.4 Qualitative analysis 
5.4.1 Identical and similar propositions 
 
This subchapter will concentrate on the nature of similarities occurring in the research 
material. It is important to view not only the differences, which is the obvious choice in a 
comparative study, but to also what kind of differences there are, and maybe see what is 
behind the similar choices. Also, the differences and omissions will also be compared to the 
original dialogue as well.  
 
As mentioned earlier, what constitutes a similarity or difference is not only defined by the 
proposition’s predicate, but also by other factors. Identical propositions can have 
orthographically different predicates but as long as their meanings are exactly the same, they 
can be considered uniform. In the material there are identical propositions. ‘Identical’ here 
means that all of the components in the proposition are exactly the same. Table 5 below 
shows some of the identical propositions with their final subtitle, as well.  
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Table 5. Identical propositions. 
 YLE DVD 
1 (TUHOUTUA, ME) 
Tuhoudumme varmasti 
(TUHOUTUA, ME) 
Me tuhoudumme. 
2 (MENNÄ, SINÄ, MINNE) 
Minne menet? 
(MENNÄ, SINÄ, MINNE) 
Minne sinä menet? 
3 (OLLA, SIEPPAAMA TIETO, MISSÄ) 
Missä ovat sieppaamanne tiedot? 
(OLLA, SIEPPAAMA TIETO, MISSÄ) 
Missä ovat sieppaamanne tiedot? 
4 (PELASTUNUT, MINÄ) 
Olen pelastunut! 
(PELASTUNUT, MINÄ) 
Olen pelastunut! 
5 ((NEGAATIO, (AMPUA, TE)) 
Älkää ampuko! 
(NEGAATIO, (AMPUA, TE)) 
Älkää ampuko. 
6 (NEGAATIO, (PALJASTAA, HÄN, 
SITÄ) 
Ei hän paljasta sitä. 
(NEGAATIO, (PALJASTAA, HÄN, 
SITÄ)) 
Hän ei paljasta sitä. 
7 (JÄTTÄÄ, TE, SE, MINUN 
HUOLEKSENI) 
Jättäkää se minun huolekseni 
(JÄTTÄÄ, SINÄ, SE, MINUN 
HUOLEKSENI) 
Jätä se minun huolekseni. 
 
There were some identical propositions in the material. Many of these were formed from 
short and simple sentences with only one to three arguments. The examples in the table 
above are chosen to represent types of identical propositions in the material. Even though 
the realised subtitles may be slightly different, these differences do not, however, translate to 
the propositions.  
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Examples 1, 2 and 7 illustrate how a proposition can show an argument even though it is not 
visible in the subtitle, or have a different subject as an argument. In examples 1 and 2 the 
pronouns ‘me’ and ‘sinä’ (‘we’ and ‘you’) are both included in the propositions but are 
missing in the YLE subtitles; they are only seen as post suffixes in verbs, whereas example 7 
makes a distinction between formal and informal form of addressing. In the YLE 
proposition (and subtitle) the pronoun is ‘te’ (meaning ‘you’ in plural or formal form of 
addressing), while DVD pronoun is ‘sinä’ (a singular ‘you’ or informal form of addressing).  
 
Examples 3, 4, 5, and 6 show a variety of sentence lengths that could still result in identical 
propositions.  Example 3 is an interrogative sentence, examples 4 and 5 are the same length 
in both propositions and in subtitles, and example 6 is a negative sentence. However, as can 
be seen from the final subtitles, the subtitles themselves are already identical (except for a 
minor change in word order in example 6) so there is a greater possibility for the 
propositions too to be identical.  
 
 In addition to identical propositions, there are also propositions that are nearly identical. 
These differ from the identical ones in that they have more similar features than differing 
ones, and that the meaning or content does not change.   One could even assume that these 
types of propositions are more common than identical ones, because subtitling somewhat 
limits the subtitler’s choice of what they can actually put on the screen, and what would 
actually fit. Therefore it is more probable that the propositions might also have some 
differing features.  Table 6 (below) shows examples of similar propositions. 
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Table 6. Similar propositions. 
 YLE DVD 
1 (TULLA, NE, TÄNNE) 
Ne tulevat tänne. 
(TULLA, HE) 
He tulevat. 
2 (NEGAATIO, (SAADA MENNÄ, SINÄ, 
TUONNE)) 
Et saa mennä tuonne. 
(NEGAATIO, (SAADA MENNÄ, SINÄ, 
SINNE)) 
Et saa mennä sinne. 
3 (NEGAATIO, (SIEPATA, ME, TIETO)) 
Emme siepanneet mitään tietoja. 
(NEGAATIO, (SIEPATA, ME, 
MITÄÄN)) 
Emme ole siepanneet mitään. 
4 (ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, TE, SENAATTI), 
(SAADA SURMA, LAIVAVÄKI)) 
Ilmoittakaa senaatille, että koko laivaväki 
sai surmansa 
(ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, SINÄ, 
SENAATTI), (SAADA SURMA, 
KAIKKI, ALUS)) 
Ilmoita senaatille, että aluksella kaikki 
saivat surmansa. 
5 (NEGAATIO, (OLLA, PIIRUSTUS, 
TÄMÄ LAIVA)) 
Piirustukset eivät ole tällä laivalla 
(NEGAATIO, (OLLA, KAAVIO, 
TÄÄLLÄ)) 
Kaaviot eivät ole täällä. 
 
  
The propositions in the table above might seem different in regards to arguments, but they 
both still convey the same information. In example 1the predicator ‘tulla’ (‘come’) is the 
same in both propositions, but the first argument in the propositions is a bit different. YLE 
argument’ne’ (‘they’) and DVD argument ’he’ (‘they’) still refer to the same thing; the 
approaching storm troopers. The difference in pronouns is possibly just a matter of the 
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subtitlers’ preference, and has no effect on the meaning or understanding of the actual 
subtitle. Also, YLE proposition has one argument more: ‘tänne’ (’here’). However, its 
absence in the DVD propositions does not affect the understanding of someone or something 
approaching.  
 
Example 2 has almost identical propositions with the exception of the last argument. YLE 
argument ‘tuonne’ and DVD argument ‘sinne’ both mean ‘there’, which refers to an escape 
pod where one of the droids is planning to climb aboard. Example 3 has a similar situation, 
where the propositions are almost identical, except for the last argument. YLE argument 
‘tieto’ (‘information’ or ‘knowledge’) and DVD argument ‘mitään’ (‘nothing’) obviously 
mean different things. However, the more important factor in this proposition is the 
predicate ‘siepata’ (‘intercept’), to which both of the arguments are connected to. 
 
Example 4 has two points to consider; one, the use of formal (YLE argument ‘te’ (’you’)) 
and informal (DVD argument ‘sinä’ (‘you’)) form of addressing; and two, the arguments 
referring to the people onboard the ship (YLE’s ‘laivaväki’ (‘people onboard’’) and DVD’s 
‘kaikki (‘all’), and its following argument ‘alus’ (ship’)). The form of addressing was also 
considered earlier in table 5, in example 7.  
 
Example 5 has fairly similar qualities as the other examples. Both propositions are 
negations, and their predicators are the same. However, the arguments seem different, 
without being actually different. YLE’s ‘piirustus’ (‘blueprint’, ‘drawing’) and DVD’s 
‘kaavio’ (‘diagram’, ‘graph’) while as words can mean different things, here refer to the 
Death Star plans. The other arguments ‘tämä laiva’ and ‘täällä’ (‘this ship’ and ‘here’) both 
refer to the same place, but they do it on different levels of specificity. If all of these above 
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presented propositions and their predicators and arguments were taken out of context, it 
would be easy to say that they are different. However, in context (as subtitles should always 
be viewed) they can be seen to refer to the same things but with different lexical units, and 
thus need to be classified as being same.  
 
In the research material there are also propositions that are considered being the same but 
might have different predicators. The definition in such cases however is that the predicators 
have to mean the same thing i.e. be exact synonyms in order to be viewed as same. The 
following table presents propositions that can be viewed as similar despite seemingly having 
different predicators. 
 
Table 7. Propositions which are regarded as same while having different predicators. 
 YLE DVD 
1 (ETTÄ, (SANOA, HÄN), (OMISTAA, 
OBI-WAN KENOBI, HÄNET), JOKA, 
(ASUA, HÄN, TÄMÄ MAA), JA, 
(OSOITTAA, VIESTI, TÄLLE) 
Hän sanoo, että hänet omistaa Obi-Wan 
Kenobi, joka asuu näillä main, 
- ja että viesti on soitettu vain tälle 
(SANOA KUULUVANSA, R2, 
TÄÄLLÄPÄIN ASUVALLE OBI-WAN 
KENOBILLE)  
 
(OLLA, TUO VIESTI, HÄNELLE) 
R2 sanoo kuuluvansa täällä päin asuvalle 
Obi-Wan Kenobille.  
Tuo viesti on hänelle. 
2 (JOKA, (KÄSKEÄ OSTAA, SINÄ, 
SEDÄN, KÄÄNTÄJÄ), (OSATA, 
BOCCEA)) 
(KÄSKEÄ HANKKIMAAN, SINÄ, 
SETÄÄSI, BOCCEA PUHUVA 
KÄÄNTÄJÄ) 
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Käske sedän ostaa kääntäjä, joka osaa 
boccea 
Käske setääsi hankkimaan boccea 
puhuvan kääntäjän. 
3 (NEGAATIO, (PÄÄTTYÄ, TÄMÄ, 
KOSKAAN)) 
Eikö tämä koskaan pääty? 
(NEGAATIO, (LOPPUA, TÄMÄ, 
KOSKAAN) 
Eikö tämä lopu koskaan? 
4 (MYYDÄ, ROSKA, TÄÄLLÄ, MITÄ) 
Mitä roskaa täällä myydään? 
(KAUPATA, TE, ROMU, MITÄ) 
Mitä romuja te kauppaatte? 
5 (PYSÄHTYÄ, PÄÄREAKTORI) 
Pääreaktori on pysähtynyt 
(SAMMUA, PÄÄREAKTORI) 
Pääreaktori sammui. 
6 (JOKA, (TARVITA, MINÄ, DROIDI), 
(YMMÄRTÄÄ, KOSTUTTIMIEN 
BINAARIKIELI)) 
Tarvitsen droidin, joka ymmärtää 
kostuttimien binaarikieltä 
(JOKA, (TARVITA, MINÄ, ROBOTTI), 
(TUNTEA, HÖYRYTTIMEN 
KONEKIELI)) 
Tarvitsen robotin, joka tuntee höyryttimen 
konekielen. 
 
 
Example 1 is a difficult example to approach because it has at the same time similar and 
different features. The message is, of course, the same in both propositions; otherwise it 
would not be in this category. The difficulty is in the propositions’ different structures. YLE 
proposition is a complex proposition with three subordinate clauses while DVD proposition 
has been, first of all, divided into two separate propositions. It has also avoided using 
subordinate clauses by expressing the same thing with a shortened clause.  
 
The different predicators in example 1 are ‘omistaa’ (‘own’) and ‘sanoa kuuluvansa’ (’say 
to belong’); and ‘osoittaa’ (‘address’) and ‘olla’ (‘be’). It could also be said that because the 
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YLE proposition has ‘asua’ (‘live’) as one of the predicators and the DVD proposition does 
not (the verb ‘live’ has been turned into a qualifier for the argument), this contributes as 
different predicators.  
 
Example 2 has similar features to example 1. Again the YLE proposition is a complex one 
with a main clause and a subordinate clause, and the DVD proposition is a simple 
propositions, although with several arguments. The predicators ‘käskeä ostaa’ (‘tell to buy’) 
and ‘käskeä hankkimaan’ (‘tell to get’) are similar and they convey the same action. The 
difference comes with the subordinate clause (in YLE) and its lack (in DVD). YLE’s 
predicator ‘osata’ (‘know how to’) has in the DVD proposition been substituted with the 
argument ‘boccea puhuva kääntäjä’ (‘bocce speaking translator’). 
 
Compared to the two previous examples, examples 3 and 4 are much more straightforward. 
In example 3 both predicators ‘päättyä’ and ‘loppua’ (both meaning ‘end’, or ‘finish’) might 
technically be considered being different, however, they both indicate the same action, i.e. 
C-3PO wondering to R2-D3 whether they will stop having such bad experiences. Example 4 
has a similar situation. Both of the propositions’ predicators ‘myydä’ and ‘kaupata’ (both 
meaning ‘sell’) refer to the same action. 
 
Example 5 can be seen as being a borderline case. Depending on the direction of the analysis 
the propositions can either be categorised as similar or different. In this study they are seen 
as similar because the predicators ‘pysähtyä’ and ‘sammua’ (‘stop’ and ‘die out’) still both 
refer to the engine or in the film’s case the main reactor, coming to a halt. But the above 
mentioned predicators can also be interpreted in another way. ‘Pysähtyä’ and ‘sammua’ can 
also have clear difference: ‘pysähtyä’ can either mean stopping without turning a machine 
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off, or stopping and turning a machine off, when for example speaking of a car. ‘Sammua’ 
on the other hand means turning something off. 
 
In this light the two predicators could also be categorised as different, and maybe in a 
different context they would be different. However, in this context it is known through the 
arguments that both predicators actually refer to the main reactor.  Initially this proposition 
pair was thought to be different, because it had different predicators, but with closer 
inspection it became clear that due to the nature of these predicators this pair needs to be 
categorised as similar. 
 
If it were not for complex propositions and all clauses would be considered as their own 
propositions, example 6 would be categorised in two different ways. The main clause would 
be in the ‘identical proposition’ category and the subordinate clause would remain in this 
category. However, complex propositions are viewed as being one proposition but with a 
more complicated form.  
 
As just mentioned, the main clause in example 6’s proposition pair is identical, and so our 
attention is with the subordinate clause, its propositions and its predicators. The predicators 
‘ymmärtää’ and ‘tuntea’ (‘understand’ and ‘know’) refer to the binary language and the 
droid’s competence to understand it. Out of context the DVD predicator ‘tuntea’ could also 
be translated as ’feel’ which would then make these propositions different. However, in this 
context ‘tuntea’ clearly means ‘to know’ or ‘be familiar with’ and therefore this proposition 
pair is similar. 
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5.4.2 Different propositions 
 
As it was mentioned earlier, while there are many similarities in the material, there are also 
quite many differences. These differences can be further categorised into three 
subcategories: difference in predicates, difference in proposition structure (i.e. certain parts 
omitted in the other proposition but not in the other), or totally different propositions. While 
the (Finnish) propositions are compared to each other, they will also be reviewed in 
comparison with the propositions of the original dialogue. This way it is possible to get a 
more comprehensive look on the differences and maybe find some reason for them.  
 
The first category is propositions with different predicators. This category differs from the 
similar proposition category (see table 7.) in that the propositions introduced in this chapter 
are considered being different despite their equal context.  The table below shows examples 
of propositions that are different in predicates. In addition to the propositions, their realised 
subtitles are also introduced, as well as the original dialogue.  
 
Table 8. Propositions that have different predicators. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (BE DEACTIVATED, 
YOU) 
You’ll be deactivated for 
sure. 
(SAMMUTTAA, SINUT) 
Sinut sammutetaan 
(PURKAA, SINUT) 
Sinut puretaan. 
2 (WHAT, (WANT TO 
KNOW, I), THAT, 
(HAPPEN, PLAN), (SEND, 
(TAPAHTUA, 
PIIRUSTUS, MITÄ) 
Mitä piirustuksille 
(OLLA, KAAVIO, MISSÄ) 
Missä se kaavio on? 
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THEY, YOU)) 
I want to know what 
happened to the plans they 
sent you. 
tapahtui? 
3 (MALFUNCTION, YOU, 
DAY) 
You’ll be malfunctioning 
within a day, you nearsighted 
scrap pile! 
(MENNÄ 
EPÄKUNTOON, SINÄ) 
Menet päivässä 
epäkuntoon, senkin 
romukasa 
(ROMUNA, SINÄ) 
Kohta olet romuna. 
4 (TRICK, HE, ME, INTO 
GOING, THIS WAY), BUT, 
(NEGATE, (DO, HE, 
BETTER)) 
He tricked me into going this 
way, but he’ll do no better. 
(NARRATA, HÄN, 
MINUT, TÄHÄN 
SUUNTAAN), MUTTA, 
(PETTYÄ, ITSE)) 
Narrasi minut tähän 
suuntaan, mutta pettyypä 
itsekin 
(PUIJATA, HÄN, MINUT, 
TÄNNE), MUTTA, 
(SAADA KÄRSIÄ, ITSE) 
Puijasi minut tänne, mutta 
saa kärsiä itsekin. 
5 (DROID, I), AND, 
(NEGATE, (BE 
KNOWLEDGEABLE 
ABOUT, I, THING)) 
I’m only a droid and not very 
knowledgeable about such 
things. 
(DROIDI, MINÄ), JA, 
(NEGAATIO, (TIETÄÄ, 
MINÄ, SELLAINEN)) 
Olen vain droidi, enkä 
tiedä paljon sellaisesta 
(DROIDI, MINÄ), JA, 
(NEGAATIO, (PYSTYÄ, 
MINÄ, SELLAINEN)) 
Olen vain droidi, enkä pysty 
sellaiseen. 
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In all there are many differing propositions in the material, but not that many that differ only 
in terms of predicators. The examples chosen in the table above convey the various types of 
propositions with differing predicator that occur in the material. Other interesting factor 
about these propositions is that almost all of them have more or less identical arguments. 
 
In chapter 5.4.1, in table 5 it was shown that many identical propositions are often short and 
simple propositions. Example 1 in the table above is however an example of short and 
simple propositions being different. The original predicator is ‘be deactivated’ which has 
been translated to ‘sammuttaa’ (‘turn off, ‘switch off’) in YLE proposition and ‘purkaa’ 
(‘dismantle’, ‘tear apart’) in DVD proposition. The YLE predicator is a closer equivalent to 
the original predicator while the DVD predicator describes the action of what would happen 
if the droids are caught by the Empire. 
 
In example 2 the original proposition is a complex one with a relative clause, while both 
Finnish propositions are simple propositions. The DVD proposition is totally different from 
the original and subtitler has possibly only attempted to convey the idea behind the original 
line. The YLE proposition on the other hand conveys the original proposition’s relative 
clause and also uses the same predicator (‘tapahtua’ – ‘happen’). 
 
Similar situation where the YLE subtitler has opted for a more literal translation and the 
DVD subtitler/translator has rather translated the idea can be found in example 3. In this 
example the predicator in the original is ‘malfuntion’. In the YLE proposition the predicator 
is mennä epäkuntoon’ (‘go out of order’/malfunction’) and in the DVD proposition it is 
‘romuna’ (‘be a wreck’). 
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Treating a sentence with both main and subordinate (or coordinate) clauses as a single 
proposition was already discussed earlier on in the previous chapter. However, a similar 
situation arises also in this category. Example 4 again has a complex proposition to consider. 
All of the three propositions (original, YLE, DVD) have both a main clause and coordinate 
clause. 
 
The main clauses in these propositions are quite similar in terms of predicators and most of 
the arguments. The original predicator is ‘trick’ which has been translated as ‘narrata’ in the 
YLE proposition and ‘puijata’ in the DVD proposition (both translations mean more or less 
‘trick’ in English). The actual differences emerge in the coordinate clause. First of all, both 
of the Finnish propositions lack negation which is in the original. Secondly, the predicators 
are different. The original predicator ‘do’ is in the YLE proposition translated to ‘pettyä’ 
(‘disappoint’), and in the DVD proposition ‘saada kärsiä’ (‘suffer). There really is not a 
direct equivalent to the English phrase ‘do no better’ so both subtitlers have chosen their 
own approaches.  
 
Example 5 has the same exact situation as the previous example. This time however, main 
clause’s “proposition” (the quotation marks are there to keep in mind that the main clause is 
only part of a complex proposition) lacks the actual predicator ‘be’ because it was 
established that in certain situations it can be left out (this issue was dealt in chapter 5.2), 
therefore there are only the arguments visible. Also, the arguments in all of the propositions 
are identical. The difference, again, is in the coordinate clause’s proposition. 
 
The arguments in both YLE and DVD proposition are identical, but the predicators are 
different. The original predicator in the coordinate clause is ‘be knowledgeable’ which has 
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been translated to ‘tietää’ (‘know’) in the YLE proposition, and ‘pystyä’ (‘can’, ‘be able to’) 
in the DVD proposition. Again the YLE translator has chosen to retain closely the original 
predicator when the DVD subtitler/translator has rather translated the idea.  
 
At the beginning of this chapter the different categories depicting different propositions 
were mentioned, one category being ‘difference in structure’. This means that comparing to 
the original both Finnish propositions vary in terms of how their overlying sentence has 
been formed, i.e. the other proposition has followed the original dialogue’s structure 
(sentence-wise), and the other has been combined or other ways reconstructed to be more 
concise. Such examples are presented in the table below. 
 
Table 9. Propositions that differ in structure and content. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (IF, (CONSULAR SHIP, 
THIS), (BE, 
AMBASSADOR, 
WHERE)) 
If this is a consular ship, 
where is the Ambassador? 
(JOS, 
(LÄHETTILÄSLAIVA, 
TÄMÄ), (OLLA, 
LÄHETTILÄS, MISSÄ)) 
Jos tämä on lähettiläslaiva, 
missä lähettiläs sitten on? 
(OLLA, LÄHETTILÄS, 
MISSÄ) 
Missä sitten lähettiläs on? 
2 (THAT, (INFORM, YOU, 
LORD VADER), (HAVE, 
WE PRISONER)) 
Inform Lord Vader we have 
a prisoner. 
(ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, TE, 
LORDI VADER), (SAADA, 
ME, VANKI)) 
Ilmoittakaa Lordi Vaderille, 
että saimme vangin 
(ILMOITTAA, TE, 
HÄNESTÄ, LORDI 
VADER) 
Ilmoittakaa hänestä Lordi 
Vaderille. 
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3 (WHAT, (NEGATE, 
(KNOW,I)), (TALK 
ABOUT, YOU)) 
I don’t know what you’re 
talking about. 
(MISTÄ, (NEGAATIO, 
(YMMÄRTÄÄ, MINÄ)), 
(PUHUA, TE)) 
En ymmärrä mistä puhutte 
(PUHUA, TE, MISTÄ) 
Mistä te puhutte? 
4 ((NEGATE, (BE SURE, I)), 
(BE ON, I, PLANET))  
As a matter of fact, I’m not 
even sure which planet I’m 
on. 
(OLLA, PLANEETTA, 
TÄMÄ, MIKÄ) 
Mikä planeetta tämä muuten 
on? 
(MIKÄ, (NEGAATIO, 
(TIETÄÄ, MINÄ)), 
(OLLA, PLANEETTA, 
TÄMÄ)) 
Enkä edes tiedä, mikä 
planeetta tämä on. 
5 (IF, (BE, BRIGHT 
CENTER, THERE, 
UNIVERSE), (THAT, (BE 
ON, YOU, PLANET), (BE, 
FARTHEST FROM, IT))) 
Well, if there’s a bright 
center to the universe, 
you’re on the planet that it’s 
farthest from. 
(JOS, (OLLA, KIRKAS 
KESKUS, 
MAAILMANKAIKKEUS), 
(SEN ETÄISIN PAIKKA, 
TÄMÄ)) 
Jos maailmankaikkeudella on 
kirkas keskus, tämä on siitä 
etäisin paikka. 
(OLLA, SINÄ, 
UNIVERSUMIN HUITSIN 
NEVADASSA) 
Olet tämän universumin 
huitsin Nevadassa. 
  
 
As can be seen from the table above, there is a consistency of YLE propositions being more 
often complex propositions and the DVD propositions being simple ones. One exception is 
example 4, which will be discussed later. Many of the DVD propositions lack a subordinate 
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clause and the subtitler has chosen to reconstruct the sentence (and proposition) in another 
way.  
 
In example 1 the original proposition is a complex one with a subordinate clause. The YLE 
proposition is almost exactly the Finnish equivalent to the original with the same clause 
order (first the subordinate clause, then the main clause) and word equivalency. The DVD 
proposition does not have the subordinate if-clause, only the main interrogative clause.  
 
Similar situation is in example 2. The YLE proposition is again almost the same as the 
original proposition; common factors are the existence of both main clause and the 
subordinate that-clause, whereas the DVD proposition lacks the subordinate clause. 
However, the idea of the subordinate clause (THAT...(HAVE, WE, PRISONER) in the 
original, and (ETTÄ...(SAADA, ME VANKI) in the YLE proposition has been conveyed in 
the argument ‘hänestä’ (‘of her’) which refers to the princess being caught. In example 3 yet 
again the original and the YLE proposition are similar whereas the DVD proposition lacks 
the main clause (NEGATE, (KNOW, I)), and (NEGAATIO, (YMMÄRTÄÄ, MINÄ)). 
However, the remaining components (i.e. the relative clause) are the same in all three 
propositions.  
 
The three previous examples have shown how the DVD examples are shorter by lacking 
either the main clause or the subordinate clause. Example 4 illustrates that this can also be 
the other way round. The original dialogue has been turned into a complex proposition 
because that way it is easier to distinguish the different parts.  It could also be possible to 
mark it as ((NEGATE, (BE SURE, I, PLANET, BE ON)), but the proposition shown in the 
example makes it easier to comprehend the dialogue.  
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In this example the YLE proposition is the one with only the “necessary” components, and 
the DVD proposition follows the original proposition’s style. However, the original’s ‘be 
sure’ predicator has been turned into ‘tietää’ (‘know’) in the DVD proposition. Also the 
negation has been kept in the DVD translation. Otherwise the Finnish proposition pair is 
fairly similar to the original.  
 
The last example’s original proposition might seem difficult to grasp because of its length. 
There is one main clause: (BE ON, YOU, PLANET), and two subordinate clauses: IF, (BE, 
BRIGHT CENTER, THERE, UNIVERSE) and (BE, FARTHEST FROM, IT). At this 
length any proposition and the subtitle coming from it would be too long to fit on screen. 
Therefore both of the Finnish propositions are shorter than the original.  
 
The YLE proposition follows the original rather closely with having the if-clause, and 
combining the main clause with the other subordinate clause. The DVD proposition is 
shorter than the original and YLE, and is also a simple proposition, as opposed to the two 
other propositions. The complexities on the original proposition have been replaced by using 
a more creative translation to describe a truly remote place: universumin huitsin Nevada. 
There are no direct translations to this expression, but roughly translated it means the most 
remote place on Earth.  
 
So far there have been two types of differences: propositions with different predicators, and 
propositions with different structure (and content). The last category in different 
propositions is the completely different propositions. This subcategory entails propositions 
that do not have any corresponding elements ‒ predicators or arguments.  
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In a way the notion of totally different propositions is somewhat artificial since in the matter 
of this study and material both materials and propositions in them refer to the same idea, 
action or event. However, in this situation what the propositions may or may not refer to is 
not the main point, but how they have been constructed. This can also show the different 
strategies that two translators have. The table below shows some examples of totally 
different propositions. 
 
Table 10. Totally different propositions. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (BEAM, REBEL SPY, 
TRANSMISSION, SHIP) 
Several transmissions were 
beamed to this ship by the 
Rebel spies. 
(LÄHETTÄÄ, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
VAKOOJA, TÄMÄ 
LAIVA, VIESTI) 
Kapinallisten vakoojat 
lähettivät tähän laivaan 
monta viestiä 
(VASTAANOTTAA, TE, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
SANOMA) 
Älkää teeskennelkö, 
prinsessa Leia, te 
vastaanotitte kapinallisten 
sanomia.  
2 (SET FOR, YOU, STUN) 
Set for stun! 
(ASE, LAMAUTUS) 
Aseet lamautukselle 
(TAINNUTTAA, TE, 
HÄNET) 
Tainnuttakaa hänet! 
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3 (IF, (GET OUT, WORD), 
(GENERATE, IT, 
SYMPATHY, 
REBELLION)) 
If word of this gets out, it 
could generate sympathy 
for the Rebellion in the 
senate. 
(JOS, (LEVITÄ, TIETO), 
(KÄÄNTYÄ, SENAATTI, 
KAPINA, 
MYÖTÄMIELINEN)) 
Jos tieto leviää, - senaatti voi 
kääntyä kapinalle 
myötämieleiseksi 
(HERÄTTÄÄ, 
PRINSESSAN 
VANGITSEMINEN, 
MYÖTÄTUNTO, 
KAPINALLISIA JA 
SENAATTIA 
KOHTAAN) 
Prinsessan vangitseminen 
voi herättää myötätuntoa - 
kapinallisia ja senaattia 
kohtaan. 
4 (HIDE, SHE, PLAN, 
ESCAPE POD) 
She must have hidden the 
plans in the escape pod. 
(KÄTKEÄ, HÄN, 
PIIRUSTUS, KOPPA) 
Hän on varmasti kätkenyt 
piirustukset koppaan 
(TÄYTYÄ OLLA, 
KAAVIO, SE KAPSELI) 
Kaavioiden täytyy olla 
siinä kapselissa. 
5 (THAT, (THINK, I), 
(PASSANGER, SHE, 
LAST VOYAGE)) 
I think she was a passenger 
on our last voyage. 
(HÄN, MATKUSTAJA, 
LAIVA) 
Taisi olla matkustajana 
laivallamme. 
(OLLA, HÄN, SAMA 
ALUS) 
Hän oli samalla aluksella. 
 
 
 
In example 1 the propositions are almost the opposite of each other. The predicators 
‘lähettää’ and ‘vastaanottaa’ (‘send’ and ‘receive’) are opposite actions and they do not 
even correspond with the original’s predicator ‘beam’. In the YLE example arguments 
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‘kapinallisten vakooja’, ‘tämä laiva’ and ‘viesti’ (‘rebel spy’, ‘this ship’ and ‘message’ 
respectively) refer to something that other doers have done, while the DVD proposition’s 
arguments ‘te’ and ‘kapinallisten sanoma’ (‘you’ and ‘rebel’s message’) refer to something 
that has been put upon someone. 
 
As mentioned earlier, the disposition of this subcategory is somewhat artificial due to the 
nature of the texts that are being studied. Such is the case with example 2. The basic 
meaning in all of these propositions is the same, i.e. to capture princess Leia with a stun 
gun/teaser gun. How this intention is presented makes these propositions different. All of the 
propositions are imperatives, but the YLE proposition lacks a predicator and has two 
arguments instead: ‘ase’ and ‘lamautus’ (‘gun’ and ‘lamautus’) The original’s predicator 
‘set’ is translated as ‘tainnuttaa’  (‘tease’) in the DVD proposition. Also, the DVD 
proposition is the only one to use personal pronoun ‘hänet’ (‘her’) to express the target for 
the stun.  
 
In example 3 there are two points to consider: the lack of subordinate clause in the DVD 
proposition, and the predicators and arguments. First, the original proposition and the YLE 
proposition share the structure of a main clause and a subordinate clause, while the DVD 
proposition has avoided the subordinate clause by other means. Most importantly it has the 
argument ’prinsessan vangitseminen’ (‘princess’ capturing’) to serve instead of the 
original’s subordinate clause ‘IF, (GET OUT, WORD)’. 
 
Second, the predicators and arguments in the YLE and DVD propositions are different. 
YLE’s predicator ‘levitä’ (‘spread’) does not exist in the DVD proposition because it is in 
the subordinate clause. It does, however, somewhat correspond to the original’s ‘get out’. 
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The second predicator in the YLE proposition is ‘kääntyä’ and in the DVD ‘herättää’ (‘turn’ 
and ‘wake up’ or ‘arouse’ respectively) when the original predicator is ‘generate’ which 
would translate into ‘muodostua’. 
 
In example 4 the two Finnish propositions seem to have very different messages. The YLE’s 
predicator is ‘kätkeä’ which corresponds with the original’s ‘hide’ whereas the DVD’s 
predicator ‘täytyä olla’ (‘must be’) possibly comes from the expression in the original line 
‘must have hidden’. The other difference is in the arguments. While the YLE has the 
pronoun ‘hän’ (‘she’) to inform the viewer of the subject, the DVD proposition lacks this. Its 
arguments ‘kaavio’ and ‘se kapseli’ (‘plan’ and ‘that pod’) on the other hand are almost the 
same as in the YLE proposition. 
 
The last example in the table, example 5, is very similar to example 2. As with that example, 
example 5 could also be seen as similar because both of the Finnish propositions still refer to 
the same thing, that is, a person being on a ship. The most noticeable difference between the 
proposition pair is the verb be. In the YLE propositions it does not exist because it serves as 
copula, but in the DVD proposition it has been marked because it is a “normal” predicator. 
(Be verb’s marking or leaving out was explained in chapter 5.2.) YLE also has one more 
argument, ‘matkustaja’ (‘passenger’), to the DVD proposition. 
 
5.4.3 Omissions 
 
Omissions are one frequent and distinguishing feature in subtitling. Since the nature of 
subtitles is to have a limited amount of time and space in which to relay at least the most 
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important information to the viewer, omissions are almost necessities. In this study omitting 
the entire sentence has been considered an omission. The matter of omissions was discussed 
in more detail in chapter 2.  
 
This subchapter focuses on what kind omissions there are in the material. Two subcategories 
emerged: omission in either one of the materials, and omissions in both materials. In order to 
illustrate better the omitted parts also the original propositions have been included in the 
tables.  Table 11 below shows examples of omissions occurring in either the YLE material 
or the DVD material.  
 
First three examples are omissions in the DVD material, and the last two are omissions in 
the YLE material. For the sake of clarity the examples also show original dialogue and the 
Finnish subtitles before and after the omission. This will give a more comprehensive view of 
the omissions themselves. The actual example proposition is underlined.   
 
Table 11. Omission in either material. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (BE, YOU, WHERE) 
(HEAD, THEY, THIS 
DIRECTION) 
(BE GOING TO DO, WE, 
WHAT) 
At last! Where have you 
been? They’re heading in 
(OLLA, SINÄ, MISSÄ) 
(TULLA, NE, TÄNNE) 
(TEHDÄ, ME, MITÄ) 
Vihdoinkin! Missä olet 
ollut?  
Ne tulevat tänne. Mitä 
teemme? 
(OLLA, SINÄ, MISSÄ) 
(TULLA, HE) 
OMISSION  
Missä sinä olit? He tulevat. 
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this direction. What are we 
going to do?  
2 (BE ALLRIGHT, SHE) 
(THAT, (INFORM, YOU, 
LORD VADER), (HAVE , 
WE, PRISONER))  
She’ll be all right. Inform 
Lord Vader we have a 
prisoner. 
(TOIPUA, HÄN) 
(ETTÄ, (ILMOITTAA, 
TE, LORDI VADER),  
(SAADA, ME, VANKI)) 
Hän toipuu. Ilmoittakaa 
Lordi Vaderille että 
saimme vangin 
OMISSION 
(ILMOITTAA, TE, 
HÄNESTÄ, LORDI 
VADER) 
Ilmoittakaa hänestä lordi 
Vaderille. 
3 (NEGATE, (BE ABOARD, 
BATTLE STATION PLAN, 
THIS SHIP) 
(NEGATE, (MAKE, 
TRANSMISSION)) 
Lord Vader, the battle 
station plans are not aboard 
this ship! And no 
transmissions were made. 
(NEGAATIO, (OLLA, 
PIIRUSTUS, TÄMÄ 
LAIVA)) 
(NEGAATIO, 
(LÄHETTÄÄ, VIESTI, 
TÄÄLTÄ) 
Piirustukset eivät ole tällä 
laivalla.  
Täältä ei ole lähetetty 
viestejä 
 
(NEGAATIO, (OLLA, 
KAAVIO, TÄÄLLÄ)) 
OMISSIO 
Kaaviot eivät ole täällä. 
4 (NEGATE, (FAIR, IT)) 
(RIGHT, BIGGS) 
(NEGATE, (GET OUT OF, 
I, HERE)) 
OMISSION 
(OIKEASSA, BIGGS) 
(NEGAATIO, (PÄÄSTÄ 
POIS, MINÄ, TÄÄLTÄ)) 
(EPÄREILUA, TÄMÄ) 
(OIKEASSA, BIGGS) 
(NEGAATIO, (PÄÄSTÄ, 
MINÄ, TÄÄLTÄ)) 
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It just isn’t fair. 
Oh, Biggs is right. I’m 
never going to get out of 
here. 
Pahus! Biggs on oikeassa. 
En ikinä pääse pois täältä 
Tämä on epäreilua! 
Biggs oli oikeassa, en 
pääse täältä koskaan. 
5 (GO, THERE, ANOTHER 
ONE) 
(HOLD, YOU, FIRE) 
(NEGATE, (BE, LIFE 
FORM, THERE)) 
(SHORT-CIRCUIT, IT) 
There goes another one. 
Hold your fire. There’s no 
life forms. It must have 
short-circuited. 
(MENNÄ, YKSI, 
SIELLÄ) 
OMISSION 
(NEGAATIO, (OLLA, 
ELOLLINEN OLENTO, 
SIINÄ)) 
 OMISSION  
Siellä menee yksi. 
- Ei siinä ole elollisia 
olentoja mukana 
 
(MENNÄ, YKSI, SIINÄ) 
(NEGAATIO, (AMPUA, 
TE)) 
(NEGAATIO, (OLLA, 
ELOLLINEN OLENTO, 
SIINÄ)) 
(OLLA, LYHYTSULKU) 
Siinä menee taas yksi. 
 - Älkää ampuko. 
Ei eläviä olentoja. 
Varmaankin lyhytsulku. 
 
 
In examples 1-3 the omission has occurred in the DVD material. In example 1 the YLE 
proposition is the last sentence in the C-3PO dialogue (shown in the original) which has 
been translated in its entirety in YLE material. In the DVD material, however, the last 
sentence has been omitted. Similarly in example 2 the first sentence has been omitted in the 
DVD material leaving it with only the information  that capturing the princess is to be 
reported (proposition for this can be found in table 9 example 2).  In example 3 in the DVD 
material the last sentence has been omitted, however, the previous propositions in both 
materials are the same length (see table 6 example 5). 
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In the research material there are also examples of the omission occurring in the YLE 
material. In the table above there are two of such examples. In example 4 the first sentence 
has been omitted in the YLE material. Although the exclamation ‘pahus’ (‘damn’) could 
also be the subtitler’s solution of incorporating the first sentence into the subtitle. Example 5 
is somewhat more complicated because it has two propositions in one example. This is 
because both propositions are from the same dialogue piece and it is easier to conceive both 
the propositions and the omissions. The YLE subtitler has omitted the second and the last 
sentence from the original dialogue.  
 
There are also instances where there technically is an omission but it is due to combining 
sentences to fit them into the same subtitles. Below there are some of these examples 
presented in a table. The examples include more propositions than just the one necessary in 
order to see the example in context and see the approach taken in translating it. It could also 
be debated whether these examples qualify as actual omissions. 
 
Table 12. Omissions through combining or reducing the subtitles. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (SEE TO, COMMANDER 
IT) 
See to it personally, 
Commader. 
(BE, NO ONE, TO STOP, 
US, THIS TIME) 
(ETTÄ, (VASTATA, TE, 
SIITÄ), (NEGAATIO, 
(ESTÄÄ, KUKAAN, 
MEITÄ))) 
Te vastaatte siitä, ettei enää 
kukaan estä meitä 
OMISSION 
 
(NEGAATIO, (SAADA 
PYSÄYTTÄÄ, MIKÄÄN, 
MEITÄ)) 
Mikään ei saa pysäyttää 
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There’ll be no one to stop 
us this time. 
OMISSION meitä. 
2 
 
(BEHAVE, YOU) 
Behave yourself, R2. 
 
(GET INTO, YOU, US, 
TROUBLE) 
You’re going to get us into 
trouble. 
(OLLA SIIVOLLA, SINÄ) 
 (SAATTAA 
VAIKEUKSIIN, SINÄ, 
MEIDÄT) 
Ole siivolla. Saatat meidät 
vaikeuksiin 
 
(KOETTAA 
KÄYTTÄYTYÄ, SINÄ), 
TAI, (KÄYDÄ 
HUONOSTI, MEIDÄN) 
OMISSION 
Koeta käyttäytyä tai 
meidän käy huonosti. 
 
 
In the YLE example 1 the two originals propositions have been combined with the 
subordinate conjunction ‘että’ (‘that’) whereas the DVD example is missing the first 
proposition altogether.  Therefore, technically the YLE omission might not even be an 
omission but the DVD omission might be. In example 2 the DVD example shows similar 
combination to the YLE proposition example in 1. The YLE propositions are separate but in 
the DVD example the information is combined to one complex proposition thus omitting the 
second original proposition.  
 
The second subcategory in omissions is omissions in both the YLE and DVD material. As 
established earlier in subtitling omissions usually occur because there is not enough space on 
the screen or the time for a viewer to read everything is too scarce. Also many non-
informative sentences (exclamations, for example) are easy to omit and the omission is not 
noticeable (if the subtitles are otherwise of good quality). The table below shows some 
examples of the omitted propositions along with the original one. In order to better follow 
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the omitted parts, the dialogue and the Finnish subtitles have also been added to the 
examples. 
 
Table 13. Omissions in both materials. 
 Original YLE DVD 
1 (SECRET MISSION) 
(PLAN, WHAT) 
(TALK ABOUT, YOU 
WHAT) 
Secret mission? What plans? 
What are you talking about? 
 (SALAINEN 
TEHTÄVÄ, PIIRUSTUS) 
OMISSION 
“Salainen tehtävä, 
piirustukset”? 
 
(SALAINEN TEHTÄVÄ, 
MIKÄ) 
OMISSION 
Mikä salainen tehtävä? 
2 (NEGATE, (ACT, YOU, 
SURPRISED)) 
(NEGATE, (BE ON, YOU, 
MERCY MISSION,  THIS 
TIME)) 
(BEAM, REBEL SPY, 
TRANSMISSION, SHIP) 
Don’t act so surprised, Your 
Highness. You weren’t on 
any mercy missions this 
time. Several transmissions 
were beamed to this ship by 
Rebel spies.  
(NEGAATIO, 
(TEESKENNELLÄ, TE)) 
OMISSION 
(LÄHETTÄÄ, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
VAKOOJA, TÄMÄ 
LAIVA, VIESTI) 
Älkää teeskennelkö, 
teidän korkeutenne. 
Kapinallisten vakoojat 
lähettivät tähän laivaan 
monta viestiä. 
 
(NEGAATIO, 
(TEESKENNELLÄ, TE)) 
OMISSION 
(VASTAANOTTAA, TE, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
SANOMA) 
Älkää teeskennelkö, 
prinsessa Leia, - 
te vastaanotitte kapinallisten 
sanomia. 
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3 (TRACE, I, REBEL SPIES, 
TO HER) 
(ONLY LINK, SHE, TO 
FINDING, SECRET BASE) 
I have traced the Rebel spies 
to her. Now she is my only 
link to finding their secret 
base. 
OMISSION 
(JONKA AVULLA, 
(AINOA, HÄN), 
(LÖYTÄÄ, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
PESÄKE)) 
Hän on ainoa, jonka 
avulla voin löytää 
kapinallisten pesäkkeen 
OMISSION 
(LÖYTÄÄ, 
KAPINALLISTEN 
TUKIKOHTA, HÄNEN 
AVULLAAN) 
Hänen avullaan voin löytää 
kapinallisten tukikohdan. 
4 (THAT, (SAY, HE), 
(NOTHING, IT)) 
(MALFUNCTION, IT) 
(OLD DATA, IT) 
(PAY, YOU, IT, NO 
MIND) 
Oh, he says it’s nothing, sir. 
Merely a malfunction. Old 
data. Pay it no mind.  
(ETTÄ, (SANOA, HÄN), 
(NEGAATIO, (MITÄÄN, 
SE))) 
(VIRHETOIMINTO, SE) 
(VANHA TIETO, SE) 
OMISSION 
Hän sanoo, ettei se ole 
mitään 
Pelkkä virhetoiminto. 
Vanhaa tietoa 
(ETTÄ, (SANOA, HÄN, 
(NEGAATIO, (MITÄÄN, 
SE))) 
(TOIMINTAHÄIRIÖ, SE) 
OMISSION  
OMISSION 
Hän sanoo, ettei se ole 
mitään. Toimintahäiriö. 
 
In example 1 the original dialogue’s last proposition has been omitted in both Finnish 
materials. In example 2 the second proposition has been omitted, possibly because the first 
and the last propositions (and therefore the sentences) have more information to give to the 
viewer. The proposition before the omission in both Finnish materials is the same, and the 
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propositions after it are almost the same, with exception that the YLE proposition has one 
argument more than the DVD proposition. 
 
In example 3 again the first proposition has been omitted and only the second proposition 
has been included in the finished subtitles. The omission of the last proposition occurs in 
example 4 as well. Here the only difference is that the YLE material has three propositions 
before the omission, and the DVD material actually has two omissions in succession.  
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6. Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this master’s thesis was twofold; to discover a new method for comparing 
subtitles, and through using propositions as a tool for analysis to find out how similar or 
different two subtitles of the same film are. The research material consists of two sets of 
subtitles made by two different subtitlers of the film Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope. 
One set of subtitles is by the Finnish Broadcasting Company YLE, and the other set is 
transcribed from the DVD version of the film released in 2008. Also the original dialogue 
wais included in order to compare especially the differences between the two subtitles. 
 
Finding a new approach to comparing subtitles without subjecting them to evaluation of 
superiority or inferiority is a challenge. This study has aimed at developing a method for 
such comparison by using propositions in order to dissect the subtitles and sentences into 
smaller units and possibly seeing differences in a new light without determining which 
subtitle is better. Subtitle comparison is often done by choosing certain elements and 
comparing them to determine the superiority or inferiority of a subtitle, or by focusing on the 
subtitle conventions and their implementation.  
 
Using propositions as a tool for comparison is somewhat complicated, especially if the 
material is in Finnish (which is the case of subtitle studies in Finland). However, the 
majority of source literature is in English, and although certain things can be quite 
straightforwardly applied to Finnish (or any other language), some elements can cause 
problems. One of such issues is, for example, conjugation. In English only the verbs are 
conjugated, but in Finnish also nouns and adjectives, for example are conjugated. This was 
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resolved by leaving certain arguments (i.e. personal pronouns) in their conjugated form in 
order to convey their relationship to the predicator and their place in the argument order.  
 
The number of propositions in each of the material shows the difference that the Finnish 
subtitles have. The original dialogue has 223 propositions in about twenty minute portion of 
the film. The YLE material has 191 propositions, which is about 85 percent of the original’s 
amount, and the DVD material has 163 propositions, which is about 73 percent of the 
original. This shows that the YLE material does have more propositions than the DVD 
material. The number of propositions is also linked to the number of sentences. Based on 
them it can be concluded that since YLE has more propositions it also has more sentences.  
 
One of the hypotheses was that since the subtitles are made by two different translators, 
there would be a lot of differences. This was not the case. In the material there are more 
similar propositions than there are different ones; there is 124 similar propositions, and 102 
different propositions.  These numbers also include omissions; omission in both materials is 
regarded as similarity, and omission in one or the other is considered a difference.  
 
 However, what is regarded as a similarity and what is difference is somewhat difficult to 
define. Of course, situations like different or similar predicators are straightforward. Some 
propositions could be categorised as either similar or different depending on point of view. 
Especially propositions that are similar but with different predicators (examples of such 
propositions can be found in table 7) are the ones that could be debatable.  
 
One other point to explain the majority of similar propositions is the format of the material, 
meaning subtitles. The restricting conventions of time and space in subtitling can be one 
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aspect that contributes to similar propositions. The subtitler needs to think of ways to say 
things effectively and informatively in the space that is given on screen, and the viewers 
need time and accurate timing to read the subtitle.  Also, even though subtitling (and 
translating in general) is a somewhat creative field, there is, especially in subtitling, a limited 
way of saying things in the source language. 
 
While similarities can be the cause of the text format, differences can come from the people 
behind subtitles, i.e. the subtitlers. Although time and space restrictions have to be taken into 
consideration, there is still room for the subtitler’s personal choices, which attributes to 
some of the differences. Other factor, especially in this research material, can be the actual 
placement of the subtitles; in YLE the subtitles are left-aligned, while the DVD has centred 
subtitles. This difference in subtitle placement could mean that the subtitles have to be 
constructed different ways to avoid poor line breaks, for example. 
 
The number of omissions was one aspect that gave distinction between the two Finnish 
subtitles. The YLE material had in total 31 omissions, whereas the DVD material had 61 
omissions, which is almost half more than in the YLE material. The amount of omissions 
can also be derived to the number of propositions; DVD material has fewer propositions but 
more omissions than YLE material. The number of DVD omissions also show how much 
has been left out of the subtitles.  
 
In comparing identical propositions in the Finnish material there is a consistency of short 
and simple propositions.  Simple propositions mean that the overlying sentence has only one 
clause, and also one verb, that turns into a predicator in a proposition. Also many of this 
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category’s propositions are as sentences short, usually questions, imperatives, or 
exclamations.  
 
Similar propositions differ from identical propositions in terms of having some variety in 
their arguments, but not in predicators. In this category the differing arguments still refer to 
the same things but in different levels. For example, in table 6 examples 2 and 5 show 
arguments that as words are undeniably different, but here they still refer to the same thing. 
Many of this category’s propositions have only argument different while otherwise being 
almost identical.  
 
The most complicated category is the last one in similar propositions, the one where 
propositions are considered the same while having different predicators. This is the category 
that is most open to interpretations because one could argue whether these predicators are 
same or different. The examples show that while the predicators could also be said to be 
different, they still both refer to the same action, similarly to the arguments in similar 
propositions category.  
 
Furthermore, all of the predicators in this category are more or less each others’ synonyms, 
which contribute to the same action. Otherwise the arguments in these propositions are often 
identical or at least similar. It would be interesting to know what the subtitlers’ justifications 
behind these predicator choices are since especially the arguments are almost the same. 
These types of situations would benefit from including the subtitlers’ own views and 
explanations about subtitling in general and about subtitling this particular film. 
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The first subcategory in different propositions category is propositions with different 
predicators. This category differs from the previous category in that this category’s 
predicators are not synonyms. Often the two subtitlers have taken the opposite approaches to 
translating the predicators, albeit the YLE predicator is more often more equivalent to the 
original predicator. In all there are not that many propositions in this category. Many 
propositions have more or less in common than just predicators.  
 
While there are only few propositions with just different predicators, there are many 
examples of propositions that differ in structure and are thus view as different. Difference in 
structure here means that the proposition has been constructed differently in the materials 
that are compared, i.e. the other material has kept subordinate clauses while the other has 
chosen to convey them in a different way.  
 
In this category the YLE material has more complex propositions than the DVD material. 
Often the YLE subtitler has chosen to keep the structure of the original sentence while the 
DVD subtitler has often, for example, omitted the subordinate clause of an interrogative 
sentence and left in only the most crucial question; this is shown in table 9 in examples 1, 2, 
3, and 5. Example 4 in the same table, however, illustrates the opposite. Propositions, where 
the YLE lacks the subordinate clause and the DVD instead has it, are less frequent; there are 
only four such cases in this category. 
 
The last category of different propositions is totally different propositions. This means that 
there are more differing elements than there are similar ones; usually they differ in both 
predicators and arguments. Although there is substantial amount of similarities in the 
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research material, there are also propositions that are totally different from each other. These 
propositions are both simple and complex in both YLE and DVD materials.  
 
This category shows that subtitlers still make their own choices when it comes to translating 
the source text or dialogue, even though the limitations of space and time do pose some 
restrictions. Again it seems that the YLE propositions follow the original more closely while 
the DVD propositions convey the idea with taking some freedoms in expressing those ideas. 
A good example of this is example 2 in table 10. While both propositions convey the same 
idea, their way of conveying it comes from different perspectives. 
 
The last category in the analysis is omissions. As mentioned earlier omissions in this study 
mean entire sentences that have been removed, whereas otherwise it could also mean 
removed clauses or other sentence elements. It is easy to assume that subtitles have 
omissions, their amount, however, can vary. Both the YLE material and the DVD material 
have omissions, either in only one of them, or in both at the same place. 
 
 When looking at the omissions in either material, the DVD material has more than the YLE 
material. The omissions in the DVD material are varied. There are short propositions as well 
as long propositions, addresses, and exclamations. It seems that the two subtitlers have taken 
opposite approaches in determining what valuable information is and what is not. However, 
this is only speculation since the subtitlers have not been interviewed for this study. 
 
There are also some omissions only in the YLE material, although substantially fewer than 
in the DVD material. All of the omissions in the YLE material are short propositions 
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conveying short declarative sentences and no complex propositions. It again shows that 
omissions have been carefully considered and almost avoided in the YLE material. 
 
In addition to the omissions already mentioned there are also omissions that occur in both 
materials. In this category there is only one omitted complex proposition while almost all of 
them are simple propositions. Some of the omissions are repetitions or short declaratives 
that have little or no information value to the viewer, and whose omission is almost 
advisable for the sake of good subtitling.   
 
Propositions are good way to distinguish similarities and differences, especially in subtitles, 
because they only show the essential elements of a sentence. Together individual subtitles 
form a cohesive text, which can be more accessible than, for example, a novel, because a 
subtitle has the dialogue’s necessary information in compact form, and can therefore be 
dissected into smaller units.  
 
Using propositions to distinguish the similarities and differences in this research material 
was a good method. There was the assumption that these two subtitles would be more 
different than similar, because they have two different subtitlers. However, when the 
subtitles (and the original dialogue) were turned into propositions their similarities also 
began to emerge. By leaving out the “unnecessary” elements that sentences have, the core of 
the sentence begins to reveal itself. 
 
Even though the material had many similarities, there were also differences. Looking at the 
research material it became clear that the YLE subtitles followed the original dialogue more 
carefully than the DVD subtitles. Also, the DVD material had, for example, more omissions, 
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which tells that a lot more of the original dialogue was altered or removed than in the YLE 
material. It would be interesting to see if this applies to all subtitles done by YLE and DVD 
production companies. 
 
Nowadays the material available for such research is more varied and diverse that 
comparative studies are easier to do. Films and television series are shown on national 
television channels and published on DVDs, and this gives researchers new and broad 
research material. It would also be possible to further study the differences between YLE 
subtitles and DVD subtitles through propositions.  
 
YLE is considered having quality subtitling and they still use their own in-house translators 
(in addition to wide range of freelancers), which contributes to consistency in quality. 
Studying the differences between YLE subtitles and DVD subtitles over a longer period of 
time, for example ten years, would give an idea of  have subtitles faced any changes, and if 
so, what kind of. Propositions could be one possible tool for analysing the material for such 
a vast material. This type of research could also shed light whether or not there is a 
difference between subtitles in different formats. 
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 FINNISH SUMMARY 
 
Johdanto 
Elokuvien ja televisiosarjojen julkaiseminen useammassa eri formaatissa (DVD, Blu-Ray) on 
tuonut uuden lisän tekstittämisen vertailututkimukseen. Uusien julkaisujen myötä myös uusia 
tekstityksiä on saatavilla. Tämän pro gradu -tutkielman tavoitteena on löytää uusi tapa vertailla 
ruututekstejä ja propositioiden avulla selvittää ruututekstien yhtäläisyyksiä ja eroavaisuuksia. 
 
Tutkimusmateriaalina on käytetty Tähtien Sota Episodi IV: Uusi Toivo -elokuvan kahden eri 
kääntäjän tekemiä ruututekstejä. Toinen ruututeksteistä on Yleisradion tuottama ja toinen 
ruututeksti DVD-julkaisulta. Yleisradion ruututekstit on saatu suoraan Yleisradion 
ruututekstikorpuksesta ja DVD-tekstitykset on litteroitu suoraan kuvanauhalta. Lisäksi analyysiin 
on otettu myös mukaan alkuperäinen englanninkielinen dialogi, johon kvalitatiivisessa osuudessa 
suomenkielisiä materiaaleja verrataan. 
 
Tutkimusmateriaalin ruututekstit on elokuvan alusta noin 20 minuutin osio, koska elokuvan 
alkupuoli sisältää enemmän dialogia ja vähemmän toimintaa, joten myös tekstitystä on 
enemmän. Vain alun epilogi jätettiin tutkimusmateriaalista pois, koska se on käännetty näissä 
tekstityksissä eri tavalla. 
 
Lyhyesti tekstityksestä 
Ruututekstien tekeminen on erityislaatuinen kääntämisen laji. Siinä katsoja saa samaan aikaan 
informaation kahdessa eri muodossa: kuultuna ja luettuna. Tosin ruututekstistä luettu informaatio 
voi olla suppeampi kuin kuultu informaatio. Ruututeksteistä saadun tiedon suppeus johtuu 
tekstittämisen tila- ja aikarajoituksista, jotka saavat aikaan sen, että ruudulle ei mahdu kaikki 
sanottu tieto. 
 
Täyteen kaksiriviseen ruututekstiin mahtuu noin 66-68 merkkiä välilyönteineen. Rivit ovat 
yleensä tasattu vasemmalle, ja ylärivin olisi hyvä olla lyhyempi kuin alarivin, mikäli sen on 
sommitellun kannalta mahdollista. Rivien määrä riippuu myös puheen tahdista. Nopea ja paljon 
 informaatiota sisältävä puhe on parasta laittaa kahdelle riville, kun taas verkkainen puhe mahtuu 
hyvin yhdellekin riville. (Vertanen, 2007.) 
 
Se, kuinka kauan ruututeksti näkyy ruudulla, riippuu tekstin määrästä. Täyspitkän, kaksirivisen 
ruututekstin on hyvänäkyä ruudulla noin neljästä viiteen sekuntia, ja täyspitkän, yksirivisen noin 
kahdesta kolmeen sekuntia. Tärkeää on myös se, että tekstitys ei jää ruudulle liian pitkäksi aikaa, 
jolloin katsoja voi alkaa lukea tekstiä uudelleen. (Vertanen, 2007.) 
 
Teoreettinen tausta 
Propositio käsitteenä tunnetaan sekä semantiikassa että psykolingvistiikassa, vaikka se 
määritelläänkin molemmissa hieman eri tavalla. Semantiikassa propositio kuvataan olevan 
lausuman osa, jonka avulla voidaan kuvata jotain asian tilaa (Hurford et al., 2007). Häkkisen 
(1994: 181) mukaan propositio on lauseen ydin, jolla voidaan ilmaista asian tilaa ja suhdetta 
mahdollisimman yksinkertaisesti. Propositiot myös pysyvät muuttumattomina käännöksissä, 
mutta se tarkoittaisi sitä että kielten välinen käännettävyys on mahdollista (Lyons, 1995: 141). 
Myös Hurford et al (2007) ovat sitä mieltä, että propositio on muuttumaton siirryttäessä kielestä 
toiseen, mutta vain jos se on täydellinen käännös. 
 
Tutkijoiden keskuudessa on erimielisyyttä siitä, minkälaisissa lauseissa propositioita esiintyy. 
Jotkut (Hurford et al, 2007; Cruse, 2004) ovat sitä mieltä, että propositioita esiintyy vain 
väitelauseissa, kun taas toisten (muut) mielestä ne esiintyvät kaikenlaisissa lausetyypeissä. 
Jälkimmäinen näkemys on omaksuttu myös tähän tutkielmaan.  
 
Psykolingvistiikassa propositio kuvaa ajatuksia (Kintsch, 1974: 5) tai sillä voidaan määritellä 
jonkin asian merkitys (Clark & Clark, 1977: 11). Propositio kuvaa jonkin asian tilaa tai 
toimintaa, joka on avattu merkitsemällä ne predikaatioon ja argumentteihin (Clark & Clark, 
1977). Singerin (1990) mielestä lauseella voi olla useita eri propositioita, mutta Clark & Clark 
(1977) näkevät, että yksi propositio kuvastaa aina yhtä ajatusta. Propositiolla on myös 
totuusarvo, eli se voi olla joko tosi tai ei. Totuusarvo perustuu faktoihin, mutta sama lause voi 
olla totta tai ei riippuen tapauksesta ja asiantilasta. (Hurford et al., 2007: 21) 
 
Proposition elementit näyttävät sanoilta, mutta ne ovat ennemminkin sanan käsitteitä kuin oikeita 
sanoja (Singer, 1990: 5). Propositio kirjoitetaan sulkuihin ja kaikki ”sanat” isoilla kirjaimilla. 
 Propositiossa on kaksi osaa: predikaatio ja argumentit. Predikaatio johdetaan yleensä verbistä ja 
se merkitään perusmuotoon ilman aikamuotoa, modusta tai aspektia ilmaisevia merkkejä. 
(Singer, 1990; Clark & Clark, 1977) Argumentit johdetaan yleensä substantiiveista ja niitä voi 
olla propositiossa useampia (Cruse, 2004), mutta Brinton & Brintonin (2010: 295) mukaan 
argumenttien määrä riippuu predikaation, eli verbin valenssista. 
 
Analyysi 
Propositioiden soveltaminen suomenkieliseen aineistoon on vaikeaa, koska lähdekirjallisuus 
käsittelee propositioita vain englannin kielen näkökulmasta. Tästä syystä kaikkia propositioiden 
muodostamisen ohjeistuksia ei ole noudatettu kirjaimellisesti. Tärkeintä on, että propositiot 
muodostetaan yhtenäisellä menetelmällä, jotta analyysi olisi mahdollisimman tarkka. Analyysia 
varten tutkimusmateriaalin jokainen lause eriteltiin ja niistä muodostettiin propositiot.  
 
Kuten jo edellisessä kappaleessa mainittiin, pääosin analyysin propositiot noudattavat niiden 
muodostaminen peruslähtökohtia, mutta jotain muutoksiakin täytyi tehdä. Jotta argumenttien 
järjestys ja keskinäinen suhde olisi selkeämpi, jotkut pronominit jätettiin taivutettuun muotoonsa. 
Lisäksi olla-verbi jätettiin propositioista pois silloin, kun se on lauseessa kopulana. 
 
Yhdistelmäpropositiot päätettiin muodostaa noudattamalla Kintschin (1974) ehdottamaa tapaa 
muodostaa alisteinen jos-lause. Sen mukaan alisteisten sivulauseiden konjunktio laitetaan koko 
yhdistelmäproposition eteen. Tätä menetelmää sovellettiin myös rinnasteisiin sivulauseisiin 
siten, että konjunktio laitetaan yhdistelmäproposition osien keskelle:    
 
(JOS, (LÄHETTILÄSLAIVA, TÄMÄ), (OLLA, LÄHETTILÄS, MISSÄ)) 
Jos tämä on lähettiläslaiva, missä lähettiläs sitten on? 
 
(LÄHTEÄ, PELASTUSKAPSELI), MUTTA, (LÄHTEÄ, ILMAN ELÄVÄ OLENTO) 
Pelastuskapseli lähti, mutta ilman eläviä olentoja. 
 
Kvantitatiivisessa analyysissä alkuperäisen dialogin, YLE:n ja DVD:n materiaalien propositiot 
laskettiin. Alkuperäisessä dialogissa on 223 propositiota, YLE:n materiaalissa 191 ja DVD:n 
materiaalissa 163. Yleisradion materiaalissa on siis enemmän propositioita kuin DVD:n 
 materiaalissa. Poistoja on taas DVD:n materiaalissa (61) enemmän kuin YLE:n (31). Tästä 
syystä YLE:n materiaalissa on enemmän propositioita.  
 
Suomenkielisestä materiaalista (YLE ja DVD) laskettiin myös samanlaisuudet ja erilaisuudet. 
Laskentaan otettiin mukaan myös poistot ja kohdat, joille ei ollut toisessa materiaalissa 
vastaavuutta ollenkaan. Suomenkielisessä materiaalissa on samanlaisuuksia 124 kappaletta ja 
erilaisuuksia 102. Summaksi tulee 226, joka on enemmän kuin alkuperäisten propositioiden 
määrä, koska laskentaan otettiin mukaan poistot ja tyhjät kohdat.  
 
Kvalitatiivinen analyysi jakautuu kolmeen osaan: samanlaiset propositiot, erilaiset propositiot ja 
poistot. Samanlaiset propositiot -kategoriaan luetaan identtiset propositiot, samanlaiset 
propositiot ja propositiot, joilla on erilaiset predikaatiot. Erilaiset propositiot -kategoriassa ovat 
propositiot, joilla on erilaiset predikaatiot; propositiot, joilla on erilainen rakenne ja sisältö; ja 
täysin erilaiset propositiot. Poistot jaettiin kahteen kategoriaan: poisto jommassakummassa 
materiaalissa ja poisto molemmissa materiaaleissa.  
 
Samanlaisissa propositiossa ja erilaisissa propositioissa on molemmissa samannimiset kategoriat 
(propositiot, joissa erilaiset predikaatiot), mutta niiden näkökulmat ovat vastakkaiset.  
Samanlaisissa propositioissa erilaiset predikaatiot näyttävät erilaisilta ja eri sanoilta, mutta niiden 
toiminta tarkoittaa samaa, vaikka ne eivät olekaan tarkkoja synonyymeja. Erilaissa propositioissa 
taas erilaiset predikaatiot eivät tarkoita samaa toimintaa, vaikka proposition muut osat olisivatkin 
samanlaiset.  
 
Päätelmät 
Tämän pro gradu -tutkielman tavoitteena oli löytää uusi tapa vertailla tekstityksiä ja tehdä 
vertailua propositioiden avulla. Ruututekstien vertailevaa tutkimusta on usein tehty valitsemalla 
tekstissä esiintyviä elementtejä, joita voidaan arvioida laadullisin menetelmin. Täten on myös 
usein tutkittu käännöksien paremmuutta. Propositioiden avulla voidaan kuitenkin tutkia ja 
vertailla ruututekstejä ilman, että paremmuutta tai huonoutta tarvitsee määritellä. 
 
Propositioiden käyttäminen vertailun työkaluna on melko monimutkaista, varsinkin kun itse 
tutkimusmateriaali on suomeksi ja lähdekirjallisuus englanniksi. Samaan kieliryhmään kuuluvien 
 kielien propositioiden muodostaminen voisi olla helpompaa, mutta suomi ja englanti eroavat 
toisistaan niin paljon, että kaikki suosituksia ei voi noudattaa.  
 
Kvantitatiivisen analyysin avulla pystyttiin selvittämään, että Yleisradion materiaalissa on 
enemmän propositioita, jolloin siinä on myös enemmän lauseita ja ruututekstejä, kun taas DVD-
julkaisun materiaalissa oli enemmän poistoja ja vähemmän propositioita. Samanlaisuuksia 
suomenkielisessä materiaalissa on enemmän kuin erilaisuuksia. Tämä saattaa myös johtua 
käännöksen muodosta, eli ruututeksteistä. Tekstittäminen ja sen tuomat rajoitukset saavat aikaan 
sen, että kääntäjällä ei ole tilaa tai aikaa sanoa kaikkea mahdollista, jolloin on myös mahdollista, 
että kaksi eri kääntäjää päätyy samaan lopputulokseen. 
 
Kvalitatiivisen analyysin kolmessa kategoriassa on jokaisessa yhdistäviä tekijöitä. Samanlaisissa 
propositioissa on paljon lyhyitä, yksinkertaisia propositioita, kun taas erilaisissa propositioissa 
on paljon yhdistelmäpropositioita, joiden kääntäminen voi tuottaa erilaisia lopputuloksia. Myös 
poistoissa on eroja. DVD-julkaisun poistetut propositiot edustavat kaikenlaisia propositioita, 
mutta Yleisradion ruututekstien propositioissa on usein poistettu lyhyistä lauseista tehtyjä lyhyitä 
propositioita.  
 
Propositiot ovat hyvä keino vertailla samanlaista materiaalia, varsinkin ruututekstejä, koska 
niiden avulla lauseet voidaan riisua pois ”turhista” osista ja jäljelle jää vain ydin. Ruututekstien 
hyvän saatavuuden takia propositioiden avulla voitaisiin tutkia ja vertailla suurempaa määrää 
tekstityksiä. Propositioiden avulla voitaisiin esimerkiksi tutkia samojen televisiosarjojen tai 
elokuvien Yleisradion ja DVD-julkaisujen tekstityksiä pidemmällä aikavälillä ja selvittää, onko 
niiden ruututeksteissä tapahtunut muutoksia, ja jos on, niin minkälaisia.  
  
 
 
